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Wm. Cooper of Milo says a great
snowy owl was shot near Milo on Nov. \
15. This is a very rare occurrence, for
owls o f this species are seldom seen in
Maine before February.

No matter how hard your pack pulls
on the “ tump line” it’ s best to keep
your .rifle ready—when the trail leads
through deer country.
Your fusilade will not be stopped by
a misfire or a jammed cartridge if you
shoot.U. M. C.' CARTRIDGES.
They
make the deer drop his flag.
Made for Marlin, Remington, Stevens,
Winchester or any standard rifles o f
any caliber.

Agency, 313 Broadway, New York City.
Depot, 86-88 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

B ridgeport, Conn.

LAKE

HOUSE,

Those who plan to visit the Rangeley Lakes and are not yet booked, should write for 1905
illustrated booklet to
LAKES

HOTEL

COM PANY,

John B. Marble, President.

R angeley,

Maine,

Henry M. B u rrow s, Treasurer.

ANNOUNCEM ENT.
E W ISH to announce to the public that we have leased a large territory at the foot of
Kennebago lake and have built there a set of camps which we will open to our pa
trons and friends the coming season. This new establishment in connection with
our camps at Beaver Pond will give our guests the manifold advantages of a very large
tract in which to hunt and fish. Our guests will be able to get both lake and stream fishing
and fish of excellent size both salmon and trout may be had. We have our own steamboat on
Kennebago lake, also buckboards making two or more trips daily from Rangeley Lake House
to connect with our steamers. Daily mail service is assured, also both telephone and tele
graph connections. All telegrams will be immediately forwarded from Rangeley. W e wish
to say that either of our establishments are ideal places for women and children. The alti
tude is high, 2000 feet, thus making hay fever and like diseases unknown. Our terms are
$2.00 per day per person; $1.25 for guides’ board. W e furnish reliable guides on application.
Parties can leave Boston at 9 o’clock a. m., on either the Eastern or Western division of the
Boston & Maine railroad for Portland, Maine Central to Farmington and the Sandy River
and Phillips & Rangeley railroads to Rangeley, or from Portland via Maine Central to Rumford Junction, Portland & Rumford Falls railroad to South Rangeley and the Rangeley
Lakes steamboats to Rangeley. From Rangeley our buckboards convey parties direct to our
camps. All inquiries cheerfully answered. Write us early for any particulars; we are sure
we can satisfy you. W e make special rates by the month. Let us hear from you that^we
may reserve some of our best accommodations for you. Address

W

Ed Grant & Sons., K ennebago or Beaver Pond, Me.
W ALTER

D.

H IN D S,

Maine's Leading T axiderm ist, Portland, Me.

M OCCASINS. All kinds. First-class woikrnanship. Catalogue free.
M. L. Getchell & Co., Monmouth, Me.

Under Lafayette Hotel.
0 42 Congress ■’Street.

The Biter Bitten.
A Lake View fisherman caught a
togue in Schojdic lake a summer or two
ago w.ien he wasn’ t planning on it.
He was playing a small trout and sud
denly there seemed to be a hitch in pro
ceedings. When the fish was brought
to net there was found to be a 12-pound
togue at the end of the line. The lat
ter had seen the smaller fish and had
swallowed him, hook and all, thus
hooking himself.
Trout Ate Snake.
Many years ago Conductor Chas. K.
Allen o f the Phillips & Rangeley rail
road si: owed the writer a beautiful
trout o f over a pound in weight, very
plump, which he had caught in the
river between Reed’s Mill and the
Alien bridge and one he prized highly
as a feast for supper. How surprised
and disappointed he was when dressing
it to find, slightly changed by indiges
tion, a large striped snake.
Poor
Charles, his stomach was turned and
the trout thrown away.

E. A . BUCK & C O M P A N Y ,
Bangor,
Maine.
Sporting Moccasins all kinds.
Send for Catalogue.

Y ou Miss a Treat

ty ?
X;

If you don’ t read

in The Glow Wfp
Camp Fire'

Corner In Fisk.

To Camp Owners.
“ IN

We send these free of charge for the benefit

of advertisers in Maine Woods and our readers.

M A IN E W O O D S IN F O R M A T IO N
Phillips,

-

T H E

Maine Woods,”
Published by the

Bangor & A roostook
Railroad.
9th Annual Edition ready March 1st.
Send 10 cents in stamps for one of the first
copies. Address Guide Book 6.
C. C. BROWN. G. P. & T. A.,
Bangor, Maine.

THE

Many owners o f camps who have
W o o d s regularly but who have
had no camp news in our columns for a
long time past, if ever, would do well
to send us a little news about their peo
ple and their attractions. We would
print it and it would pay the camps
well. We like to have mail sent to ua
as early as Monday for the current
w’eek, when possible.
J. W. B r a c k e t t Co.,
Phillips, Maine.
M

a in e

R A N G E L E Y

LAKES.

T H E V A C A T IO N SE A SO N is not complete without a trip to
this region.
T H E RU M FO RD F A L L S L IN E reaches direct and makes
close connections with the steamers for all points on the Lakes.
TH R O U G H PU LL M A N P A R L O R C A R S between Portland
and Oquossoc during the Tourist Season.
Booklet and time table mailed upon application to
___________ R. C. B R A D F O R D . Traffic Manager, Portland, Maine.

“ It’ s magnificent
but it’ s not w ar.”

W hat is it?
Merely a few tro
phies o f the hunt
in the

Rangeley and
Dead

BUREAU,

Maine.

Down in Albion one day recently a
henhawk, a chicken and a man figured
in a very exciting battle. The hawk
|came down with a swoop and alighted
i on a chicken o f such goodly proportion
that after it was dead it could not lift
the fowl into the air. Mr. Hawk did
not want to lose so rich a meal and so
commenced to devour the bird on the
spot. Just tjien Mr. Trask, who had
been a witness to the affair, got in his
work with a borrowed gun and killed
Ithe hawk with a well directed shot.

River

Regions
— OF—

Maine.

hunting season.

A daily scene at
Strong station, on
the line of the nar
row gauge railroad
system, during the
Do you want to know more about the region. Address

G. M. V O SE, Kingfield, Me.
Supt F. & M. Ry.

F. N. B E A L , Phillips, Me.,
Supt. S. R. R . R.

In The Great North Woods
Filled with shady nooks, cool lakes, charming re
treats,

sparkling

brooks

with

fish

and

game;

the

bracing air charged with the delightful odors o f the bal
sam and the fir; pure, cold water everywhere, free from
contamination; the Maine Woods region offers facilities for
summer residences for the millionaire, the clerk, the bank

INFORMATION FREE.

of circulars of camps and hotels in Maine and of Railroad and

SHELL8

T H E SHELLS T H E CHAMPIONS SHOOT

According to an exchange, Edward
Pulk of St. Stephen has a gold fish
which possesses greater knowledge
chan is generally credited to its species.
When Mr. Pulk wishes to change toe
water in the glass giobe where the lit
tle ft flo w is confined, all he has to do is
to place another vessel conta.ning wa
^er, in proximity to the globe when out
it pops into the vessel and remains
there until house cleaning is done,
when it will immediately jump back
again into the globe.
This sounds like
a fish story, but is vouched for by re
liable persons who have seen the trick
done.
_________

An exchange man says: While on a
recent
hunting trip to the surrounding
A 160 page book, containing 12 stories by an enthusiastic
country two young Eastporters secured
sportsman, founded upon actual incidents in his lifelong inti
a big catch o f fish. They were within
macy with the woods.
Full illustrated, h andsom ely>und in a few miles o f the outlet of Boyden’s
green cloth decorated with gold lettering.
Sent postpaid on lake, whence the supply o f drinking
water comes to this city and being in
receipt o f $1.00.
search
o f a well, found an old barrel
Price $1.00 prepaid. Given free for two subscriptions to
sunk in the ground. They broke away
M a i n e W o o d s accompanied by $2.00.
One o f the above must
the ice from the top and looked in to
see if the water was clear and were
be a new subscrioer.
MAINE WOODS,
*
Phillips, Maine. given a big surprise. It seemed as if
the water was alive with fresh water
fish and with a can they started in to
catch some o f the “ finny tribe,” which
was not difficult. The barrel rested on
a sandy bottom and the water was evi
dently from Boyden’ s lake where the
|fish are plentiful at all times, but not
easy to catch with hook and line. It is
1supposed that the spawn o f the fish
was carried into the barrel through an
underground stream from the lake and
that the fish were hatched in the small
We often get enquiries from parties who want a hunch
inclosure where they were found.

Steamboat lines.

POWDER

A Fish Story,

M Y T A X ID E R M Y on carved panels costs no more
than other kinds. Write for prices.
W . II. Hatch. Cornish, Me.

of the

A New York sportsman while fishing
at Quimby pond in Rangeley summer
before last, struck a little trout that
was after all that was going. The lit
tle fellow took one o f the flies, and
while being played, seized another and
in squirming around caught himself by
the tail on the third hook. He could
not break away from tnat combination.

S U P P L IE S

Carefully inspected shells, the best com
binations of powder, shot and wadding,
loaded by machines which give invariable
results are responsible for the superiority
of Winchester “ Leader” and “ Repeater”
Factory Loaded Smokeless Powder Shells.
There is no guesswork in loading them.
Reliability, velocity, pattern and penetra
tion are determined by scientific apparatus
and practical experiments.
Do you shoot
them ?
If not, why not ?
They are

Greedy Trout.

R A N G E L E Y , L A K E S, R A N G E L E Y , M A IN E .

RANGELEY

SMOKELESS

Eag r to Be Caught.

T H E U N IO N M E T A L L IC C A R T R ID G E CO.,

S P O R T SM E N ’S

“ Leader” and "Repeater”

Natt Ellis of Rangeley tells about 1
the eager trout he used to find some
years ago at Kennebago. He was fish
ing through the ice and was pulling one
trout out w h e n
another jumped
right out after the first and landed
upon the ice’beside him.

Send for Game Laws and Guide Directory.

RANGELEY

SP O R T SM E N 'S S U P P L IE S

Fish and Game Oddities,

er or the tired worker, the professor or the student, that
can scarcely be duplicated anywhere else in the world.
The Fishing Season opens in Maine in April for trout and salmon, and

THE

BIG

GAME

SEASON

opens October ls l, for Deer, and October 15th, for Moose in Maine and Septem
ber 15th for Mouse, Caribou and Deer in New Brunswick.
If the Spring Ennui or the Summer Fag is on you, ask the

M A IN E

CENTRAL

PASSENGER DEPARTMENT,

R A IL R O A D ,

R A IL W A Y SQUARE,

PORTLAND, U&,

Where to go to be rid o f it,
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice Pres, and Gen. Mgr.

F. E. BOOTHBY,
•
Gen'l Passenger AgWk.

M AINE

V

ia

r l

WOODS,

r

B lack pow d er loads are used w here less p ow er is required.

O u r "E xp erien ce B ook ” is fu ll o f big game stories which you mill enjoy.
F r e e , with 130-page Catalogue, f o r 3 stamps postage.

FARMINGTON HUNTERS*

Time For Receiving Copy Has Been Ex' PUPILS OF THE ABBOTT S-HOOL
tended £rom Dec. 1 to Dec. 18.
HUNT AT CARRABASSETT.

Maine W oods will this year as usual

distribute free, ten thousand copies of
a special number at the Boston Sports
man’ s Show, at Mechanics’ Building,
December 25 to January 6.
It will be as full o f what sportsmen
like as we know how to make it.

Some

Dispute

Deer”

About

Mr.

W.

“ Who
W.

Shot the

Trimpi,

East

Orange, N. J., Gave a Party to the
Junior Class.

Prof. Church Was a

Guest of Honor.
(Special correspondence to M a in e W o od s .)

Buck Shot at Madrid.

THE

ROD

TH AT

LEADS.

F. E. Thomas, Manufacturer, Bangor, Maine.
Write for Catalogue._______ ________
S N O W S H O E S FOR SPO R TSM EN .
Always first-class. No cheap work. $3.50 a pair.
E. Ellsworth Beach, Grand Lake Stream, Me.

Strong, Dec. 5 1905.

Oh, the hunter from the city, starting out with
hope so high,
Couldn’t hit a flock of hay stacks if they passed
him on the fly,
But his sporting blood is tingling and his breast
is all aflame
As he halts and blindly blazes at the startled,
fleeting game.
And the words he has to say,
As the white smoke drifts away,
Are intended to show clearly that his weapon
was to blame.
Oh, the hunter from the city goes out boldly
hunting now,
And he fires at a chipmunk and brings down the
farmer’s cow;
And at night, with aching shoulder he slinks
homeward with his gun
And a deeply set conviction that it weighs at
least a ton
There’s a farmer with a bill
For a cow that’s cold and still,
But no matter, for the hunter from the city calls
it fun.

RODS

MAINE

[Special Correspondence to M a in e W o od s .]

Now the hunter from the city takes his gun and
hies away,
With a wild determination in his heart to maim
and slay;
He stumbles through the pastures and he
scrambles over logs,
And he dodges through the briars and goes slosh
ing through the bogs;
And here and there he sees
Warning signs upon the trees.
And now and then he hustles to out-run the
farmer’s dogs.

FISH IN G

The Best Wall Map

F armington , Dec. 5, 1905.

city:

Messrs. C. W. Prescott and F. O.
Flanders of Monmouth, who were at
the George Chick farm in Madrid sev
eral days hunting, have returned to
their home wie’n a good big buck.

G U ID E S .

Manufacturer of Canvas Canoes and Row Boats.
Rangeley models a specialty.___________

Mr. W. W. Trimpi of East Orange,
Messrs. P. D. Stubbs, Alton Tucker,
N. J., entertained the Junior class o f Strong; Arthur Tucker, Farmington
the Abbott school with a hunting trip and Dr. Hayden of Livermore Falls
The time for receiving advertise at Spring Farm, Carrabassett, from have recently returned from a hunting
ments for the M aine W oods Sports Thursday to Saturday of last week. trip to Carrabassett.
Only one deer
Besides Mr. Trimpi the follo wing were was shot by the party as the hunting
men’s Show edition has been reopened
in the party: Pr >f. George Dudley
until Dec. 18. We suggest, however, Church o f the school; Russell Trimpi, was difficult, owing to a strong crust.
P. D. Stubbs, Esq., was the lucky
that all advertisers send their copy in Fast Orange, N. J .; Edmund Bigney,
hunter, securing the deer with his new
at the earliest possible moment. All Greenville; Earl Hyde, Livermore Falls. .35 caliber automatic Winchester.
sending by Dec. 18 w:ll receive inser All o f the boys hold class offices and
are popular members o f the school.
Deer Makes a Neighborly Visit.
tions.
Only one deer was secured by the
J. W. B rackett Co .
As
the
family of Mr. W. J. Ross
party, a doe that dressed about 150
Phillips, Maine, Nov. 1, 1905.
were
sitting
at dinner one day this
pounds. Just who shot this deer is an
The following have ordered space for i o pen question in the mind of all, but as week> Mr* J- w - Brackett o f Portland,
the entire party are crack shots and ex- who was a guest there, saw a deer pass
the special edition:
Sandy River Railroad Co.
i perienced hunters, it is entirely safe to
window.
The deei seemed inThe Fraser Hollow Spar & Boat Co. assume that any one o f the members alined to go to the upper village at first
might have fired the fatal shot.
As but finally started off over tne hill. A
o f Greenport, N. Y.
the case stands, however, the contro- rifle was secured but the deer had disHenry Romeike, New York City.
E. B. Woodward, New York.
1versary over the matter is so warm that appeared in the nick of time.
M. C. Rice Manoroe Co., Pa.
Maine W oods hesitates to award the
Successful Hunting Trip.
Maine Central Railroad.
palm of victory to any particular
Billings & Spencer Co., o f Hartford, member o f the party but thinks in
[Special correspondence to M a in e W o od s .]
Conn.
East S umner , Dec. 5, 1905.
stead that honors are about even
Old Town Canoe C o., Old Town, Me.
It is said that Messrs. A. H. Presson
A party o f hunters from East SumH. Mortimer’s Gun Exchange and and H. B. Brown are planning on a new n-,r ancj vicinity have returned from the
Repair, Boston.
model rifle for the Winchester people to |R ang eley lake region where they have
Maine Central railroad.
make. These gentlemen discuss the j peen camping out and bring many troPortland & Rumford Falls railroad. matter daily and have about arrived at |phies 0f the hunt. j n an some 14 perThe Robert Clarke Co., Cincinati a decision.
sons have tried their skill and a3 a reO nio.
Mr. Harry Pierce, proprietor o f King 3Ur 24 deer have been secured,
Bangor & Aroostook railroad.
and Bartlett Camp3, was in to wn regome of the party went to Four
George W. Young, Blaine, Me.
cently
Mr. Pierce is no w at hi 4 Ponds, others to Bemi 4 and vicinity and
Robert Walker Front Brook Camps, camps, superintending some work about an had a fine time and had no difficulty
Askwith, Maine.
the place.
in getting their limit o f deer.
Wallace & Son, trained ferrets,
Winnie J. Heald, Asa Robinson and
Lucas, Ohio.
The Hunter From the City.
T. Wilson Bonn ay o f the party hold
E. A. Strout Farm Agency, New
•, ., ,
„ 1guides’ licenses and are very successful
The following was evidently by some fn the hunt Winnie Heald rarely fails
York and Boston.
one or other than a hunter from the to bring down two deer every season,
Henry J. Lane, Bingham.
no matter where he goes. His party
Bangor Game Shipments.

FOR

New store on Rangeley Lake House
Warden Estey of Rangeley found a
Call and see my line of
T T \ T fN F is h in g Tackle. grounds.
big bear in a trap at Dead River pond L BREECH
O A D IN G !
I
|\| ^^Sportsm en’sSup- Rangeley Wood and Split Bamboo Rods.
Single,
$3.50
\"T
JLN
^Tpliescheap.
Send
a few days ago. There are two lines
E. T. H O A R ,
Double, 6.75
stamp for catalog
o f traps in that vicinity and apparently Powell & Clement Co., 410 Main St., Cincinnati, O.
Rangeley,
Maine.
there are two different men looking for
FREEMAN HUNTERS.
bears. The warden is also looking for
the men.
Harry B. Quimby of Rangeley was Record of Game Shot from October 1 to
before Justice F. E. Rusaell o f RangeDecember 4.
OF ley last Mon lay charged with giving
(Special
correspondence
to
M
a
in
e
W
ood
s
.)
deer away to be carried out of the state
F reem an , Dec. 6, 1905.
in violation of the law. He was bound
over to the Supreme court.
The following is the exact number of
deer that have been shot in and around
By Express, $5.00.
Strong Sporting.
Freeman from Oct. 1 to Dec. 4:

Write an item for it.
Advertising space $2.00 an inch.
Shall we have your advertisement.

The total Bangor game receipts up to
Monday were 4,244 deer, 211 moose and'
39 bears.
Last year at the corresponding date
the game shipments were 3,889 deer
and 208 moose.
Maine hunters Tuesday with game
were H. F. Gordan, W. E. Maxwell and
F. P. Pulsifer o f Lewiston; Charles
Stewart, William Stewart, Don Stew
art and Earle Stewart o f East Dover;
P. Nichols and L. Frances of Dover; F.
L. Young and B. H. Higgins o f Bar
Harbor; B. H. Bradbury o f Shawmut;
Clyde W. Pierce and W. T. Mitchell o f
Portland; Walter Dare o f Guilford; B.
F. Burns of Skowhegan; Thomas Ham
ilton o f Old Town; L. B. Condon of
Bucksport; F. L. Johnson o f Dexter;
L. O. Tasker, W. A. Mud ett and S.
Mudgett o f Etna; Charles King, John
Dennis, N. N. Richardson, A. B. Miller
and C. H. Drinkwater o f Bangor.

M O D E L S

(’. B. THATCHER. 104 Exchange St., Bangor.

Game Matters at Rangeley.

New Haven, Conn.

SPORTSMEN’S SHOW NUMBER.

S P E C I A L

S P O R T S M E N ’S 'S U P P L IE S

Hgg’-'W rite for price list and descriptive Catalog.

VeTSar/infirearms Co
Willow Street

S P O R T S M E N ’S S U P P L IE S

Write for application blank and have A. S. ARNBURG, - Rangeley, Maine.
your license ready when season op< ns.
Builder of Rangeley Boats. Write for prices.
Do this today as there are important
H. M. BARRETT, Weld, Maine.
changes to be observed.
Builder of Fine Cedar Boats
A. W. McLEARY, Agent, Phillips, Me.

T a k e a ffla r / f's i repeating rifle with

y o u and b e sure o f your safety and sure o f your game.
T h e .3 2 - 4 0 and .3 8 -5 5 fffo r / in high-pow er smokeless cartridges are the
greatest gam e killers ever m ade. T h e y m ake a b ig hole and go mighty deep.

33

1905.

We manufacture pleasure model and Guides’ model canoes. Attach Sponsons oi put in out-ofsight air chambers for buoyancy and safety. Write for our free descriptive catalogue.
Old Town, Maine.
CARLETON CANOE COMPANY.
Box 109,

and

T h e simplicity and strength o f 7 7 Z a r/ ifl high p ow er rifles
the
certainty w ith w hich they w ork makes them the ch oice o f big game

7

8,

Non-Resident j
Hunting
Licenses!

If y ou are going into the w ood s or mountains after big gam e you
w ill need a rifle that y ou can trust your life to and that w o n 't fail you.

hunters o f w id e experience.

DECEMBER

Raymond Pinkham, o n e doe, 120
pounds.
George Willard, one b u c k ,
200
pounds.
Ralph Mairs, one doe, 150 pounds.
Will Corson, one buck, 190 pounds.
Jamie Welch, one buck, 250 pounds.
Marshall Taylor, o n e
buck, 185
pounds.
Mr. Taylor’ s deer was a handsome
buck with a perfect head, with eight
points. He will have the head mount
ed. Mr. McLain o f New Vineyard will
do the work. Mr. Taylor shot the buck
while chopping wood near Llewellyn
i Stevens’ s lot.
A

Lucky Hunting Party.

Jeffersonville , Ohio , Dec. 4, 19J)5.
To the E ditor o f M a in e W o o d s :

Losson Day, O. W. Linkhart, A. W .
Rife and T. W. Conklin o f Jeffersonv ile, Ohio, who visi'ed Mr. Henry
Hughey’ s camps at Jackman, Maine
two years ago and who in four days
killed eight deer, sought recreation the
last two weeks in Octocber 1905 on a
small branch o f the Sturgis river in
North Ontario, Canada, about 150 miles
from North Bay.
A fter undergoing some o f the hard
ships that is required in moose hunting,
succeeled in bringing down four of
those monster bull moose on Oct. 25
and 26 killing one 33-inch spread 6
points on 25, and three on the 26, meas
uring as follows:
One 17-point, 52
inch spread; one 14-point 44 inch spread;
one 14-point 42 inch spread.
The last
three named moose were killed in two
minutes at about 15 shot from two 4590 and one 38-55 Winchester rifles and
they layed in a space o f 75 yards of
brought home five deer with them.
each other.
Slocum .
A fter this victory we at once started
for home arriving all O. K. on Nov. 1st,
Gams Shipments.
the happiest four hunters that ever
Game shipments from Carrabassett left Ohio. Although would advise for a
station for the week ending Dec. 2, pleasant hunt to go to Henry Hughey’ s,
1905:
Heald Pond Camps, Jackman, Maine
2 bucks for I know the deer were very plentiful
A. W. Fish, Lima, Ohio,
1
"
A. Leatherman, Howard, Ohio,
two years ago when I was there and I
1 doe
Lewis Jordan, Danville Junction,
2 bucks see by the M aine W oods that Mr.
C. H* Streeper, Norristown, Pa.,
Hughey is going to kill a moose this
2
"
A. M. Jenk ns,
,,
I “
F. D. Oberholtzer,
season. Success to him and all hunters
1 doe
as the writer never expects to hunt
1 “
F. S. Tufts, Kingfield,
Losson Da y .
1 buck moose anymore.
F. O. Edgerly, Portland,

R. M. N A SO N ,
180 Exchange St.,

-

FROM GREENVILLE JUNCTION.
Steamer Moosehead Makes Last Trip to
Kineo, Dec. 1.
[S pecial correspondence to M a in e W ood s .]

G r eenville Jc t ., Dec. 4, 1905.
The severe cold weather o f the past
week has closed Moosehead lake to
navigation, the steamer Moosehead
making her l»st trip to Kineo on Fri
day, Dec. 1st, just 3 days later than
t i e last trip last year.
From now until the ice is strong
enough for the stage to run, mail is
sent to Kineo by way o f the C. P. R. R.
to Moosehead station. From there the
carrier takes the mail bags over the ice
on a hand sled. As there i4 frequently
open water and thin ice to be crossed
he takes a canoe a’ong on the sled with
the mail.
Among the successful hunters this
week were F. C. Burke and W. P.
Davis o f Hartland, V t., who secured
two bucks each.
Frank Thatcher, Bangor, 2 bucks;
Chas. K. Faucett, N. Y ., a buck and a
doe; E. H. Dickerson, Boston, one doe:
Samuel King, Waterville, 2 bucks.
Jas. H. Whitney o f Exeter while
hunting in Ragged lake region, shot a
good sized bear. It had an exception
ally fine pelt for a fall bear.
Mr.
Whitney is having the skin made into a
rug, as a trophy o f his hunting trip.
Tho3. Leeman recently sho t a 200
pound bear and a cub bear at Monson.
Hursey’s Questions Answered.
Co

n w ay

,

N. H., Nov.

27, 1905.

To the E ditor o f M a in e W o o d s :

J. L. Hursey asks if the black fox
and the silver gray are a distinct specie
and for his benefit and others, I will try
to answer that t ! ey are very distinct.
There are nine distinct species o f fox
j in the Western hemisphere, o f which
I the black is the most valuable and are
found ouly in the far north. There are
no black fox in this section o f the coun
try. The silver gray i s sometimes
1 doe
G. B. Church, Farmington,
called black by men that do not know
1 ••
Clara F. Norcross, Oakland,
the difference.
Andover Notes.
W ebster Learned and Henry Sharpe i Below I will give the present value o f
Game Shipments.
each o f the nine different species o f fox
Game shipments from Bigelow for o f Providence, R. I., shot a deer last
for No. 1 skins:
I week.
week ending Dec. 2, 1905:
Black fox, $3,000; silver gray, $200;
1 Uoe
A party from below h e r e went blue, $25; cross gray, $15; white, $10;
Mrs. A. G. Eustis, Strang,
1 buck through last week with
Mrs. H. M. Pierce, Farmington,
eight deer red, $3; gray, $1; kit or .swift, 75c;
1
George Blair, Lewiston,
which they shot in the Lake region.
Sampson, 25c.
F. C. M e r r i l l .
1
Jim Martin, Winthrop,
1 doe
L . Jipsm,
Richard Love, who has been here for
1 buck
R. M. Nichols, Kingfield,
several weeks, left for his home in New
Fifty-tw o deer were shipped f.-om
2 bucks
A. H. Burton, 'A orcester. Mass ,
! York, Dec. 2.
______
Farmington and way stations on the
2
"
J. D. Bubier, Melrose, Mass.,
2
“
W . S. Warren, Curtis Corner,
Bertha Poor, who has been spending Maine Central railroad in the county to
2
"
C. E. Warren,
Portland one day last week. Those
the
summer at Bemis, arrived home who know say game is very plentiful
R. H. Smith, Biddeford,
1 buck
j Nov. 25.
1 doe
J. B. Cobb, Saco,
this year.

THE RAYMOND SYNDICATE, BOSTON,
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TH E

MOST

CLOTHING of every description,

COMPLETE

L IN E

OF

FISHING TACKLE in America,

Trunks, Bags, Suit Cases,
Football Goods.
Mail Orders receive careful attention.

AND AT THE
EJSi ! , w ,

LOW EST

352-354-356 W ashington Street,
31-33-35 H aw ley Street.

P R IC E S .

MAilNL
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W ill be sent you if you send us the brand name o f
the pow der you shoot and
*

10 cents in

coin or stamps.
Distribution in Decem ber.

Im portant:

Give full n a m e ‘ and street

address.

Send to

Advertising Division,
E. I. DUPONT COMPANY,
Wilmington, Del.
Lexington News.

Sportsmen’ s Show Arrangements.

State o f Maine parties and others
who a r e interested i n the Boston
L exington , Dec. 2, 1905.
Lots o f deer have been killed at and Sportsmen’s show to be held at the Me
near this place this season.
chanics’ building, Dec. 25 to Jan. 6,
A large bull moose was in C. S. All- met at the Falmouth Hotel, Portland,
bee’ s logging swamp a few mornings last Tuesday to consult with Dr. Heber
ago. When the men arrived to begin Bi hop, the director o f the show, as to
their day’ s work he walked off but did what Maine would do.
not appear to be much concerned.
Those present were Col. F E. BoothA large buck deer come within a few by and Harrie B. Coe o f the Maine
rods o f the residence o f J. M. Nutting Central railroad; Mr. Storer, assistant
recently, but as it was Sunday he ap passenger agent o f the Boston & Maine
peared to be in no hurry to leave.
road; R. C. Bradford, traffic manager
Among those who have got deer |o f the Portland & Rumford Falls road;
from this place are Ben Pinkham, E. G. Gay, who is in the employ o f the
David Pinkham, 1 larence Pinkhain, Forest Stream & Game association,
Russell Nutting, Miss Evie Nutting, which will give the show; Mr. Morris o f
Mrs. Ben Pinkham, Bert Dexter, A r the Portland & Rumford Falls road; W
thur Dexter, Dell Green, Parker Wil D. Hir.Is, taxidermist, and Mr. James,
liams, Ed H ewitt, Fred Ford and Chas. his assistant, and J. W. Brackett o f the
Maine W oods .
Pinkham and others.
It was not fully decided how much
A private letter from H. J. Lane o f
Carry ponds inform s Live Yankee that space it would take but it is altogether
Mr. Henry Holding shot a fine bull probaole that the state will be well rep
moose at that place a few days ago. resented.
Live Yankee sends him congratulations
and remembers that he said last sum
Successful Game Season Around Moosemer that he intended to get a moose at
head Lake.
Carry pond in the fall. Mr. Holding is
a resident o f New York City.
[Special correspondence to M a in e W ood s .]
David Pinkham shot a nice 10-point
G reenville J ct ., Nov. 25, 1905.
buck deer that tipped the scales at 220
The end o f the hunting season is
pounds.
drawing near and the hunters are grow
Mrs. Roy Cottle shot a fine deer a ing fewer in numbers as the days pass,
few d .ys ago.
a few going in every day but a larger
A large bear has been making tracks number coming out from, as a rule,
in this vicinity but we have not heard successful trips.
that he has been seen.
The season has been a vt ry success
L ive Y an kee .
ful one around Moosehead lake and the
shipment, from this station will beat
Record For One Week’s Hunt.
all form er records
This season will
Mr. O. P. Philbnck o f L eed’ s Junc be long remembered in this section at
tion and Mr. F. L. Clark o f Wales re least, for the unfavorable hunting con
The month o f October was
turned from a w eek’ s hunt, Nov. 25, ditions.
with four o f the best deer that ever continuously dry and noisy and when
were brought into Leeds. Mr. Phil- the snow came on Nov. 4 and 5, it did
brick had one that weighed 110 and one not much improve matters, as there
o f 175 pounds and Mr. Clark had one was about a foot o f heavy, damp snow,
that weighed 140 and one o f 180 pounds. which a few days later froze, forming
a crust which made still-hunting im
This was one w eek’ s hunting.
possible.
The difficult hunting has resulted in a
T A X ID E R M IS T ?
larger percentage o f does and fawns
T H E S. L. C RO SBY CO., being killed than usual.
All reports tend to confirm the fact
L eading Taxiderm ists o f
that moose in the Moosehead lake re
gion are on the increase.
With the
Am erica.
present laws well enforced we should
Bangor,
Maine. in time have as good moose hunting as
Chas. L. Harnden, Agent, Rangeley. can be found anywhere. The last
moose to be shipped from here was
Send for Price List.
shot at Penobscot pond by E. L.
Bowles o f Springfield. This is Mr.
N A S H
O F
M A I N E .
Bow les’ s second trip to Maine this sea
Licensed Taxidermist,
son. On his first trip he saw a large
number o f moose but none with antlers
N O RW AY,
MAINE.
that were large enough to satisfy him.
Branch at Haines Landing May to
[Special correspondence to Maine Woods.]

October 20.

Gold Medal on both Fish

and Game at W orld’ s Fair, St. Louis.
Inventor o f the famous Mezzo style
o f mounting fish,

Can a Man carry a 3 un on Sunday?
N ew V in eyar d , Dec. 25, 1905.
T o the E d itor o f M a in e W o o d s :

Seeing various sketches in the M a i n e
W oods o f late about this, as writen by
Mr. Marshall Taylor and others, we
would like, not for curiosity, but for
^information, to ask Mr. Taylor where
1and on what page in the state o f Maine
W e are constantly making estimates
g a m e laws he finds a law which pro
for printing o f various kinds. The re
hibits a man from carrying a gun
sult is that we get our share of the big
around with him on Sunday?
(Ex
jobs as well as the small, and we have
cepting the old Sunday laws Sec. 25 of
grown to feel that nothing is too large
Chap. 123 R. S. which has nothing to do
for us to print.
We like to g e t up
with the game laws were thought of
small business cards.
Big catalogue*
as fa r as we know.)
are also in our line, in fact big or little,
W e have the game laws but fail to
anything that can be printed by any
find anything therein about carrying a
body anywhere, can be done right herti
gun on Sunday providing he does not
There are many reasons why the people
shoot game unlawfully with it and as
who read this should have us do their
Mr. Taylor seems to know about it we
work.
would be pleased to have him en
lighten us thereon and will consider it a
J. W, BRACKETT CO.,
favor if he will do so through the
Phillips,
•
Main* M a i n e W o o d s colums. 38-55 S p o r t .

PRINTING TALK

DECEMBER

S P O R T SM E N ’S S U P P L IE S

8,

1905.
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S P O R T S M E N 'S S U P P L IE S

there.
There was then too much
snow to allow the animals to tramp
around very much, and it was believed
that there were deer yards upon the
sile o f a sm II mountain, up the defile,
OF
perhaps three miles from the camp.
All went well until we reached the
mountain, but we had seen no game,
nor anv signs o f anything larger than
a rabbit, and I was beginning to have
Which has attained Popularity
the .-lightest suspicion of doubt as to
the truth o f some o f the stories that
1 had hear;1.
On the mountain, however, signs of
game became more numerous as we
climbed, and finally we cautiously
M anufactured by
approached a yard in which were
ocated fully a dozen deer, including
some beautiful specimens o f this
U N IT E D STATES C A R TR ID G E COM PAN Y, noble animal. The wind was toward
us as we approached so that we were
Lowell, Mass., U. S. A.
not seen or smelled until after we
f. ere within shooting distance. Though
A gun attachment which as- we had a chance to do so we had some
Autf sures a quick and accurate compunction about shooting any of
y p,
sight. It can be adjusted to
the animals without giving them some
' \
any gun stock by the Sportsshow' to fight for their lives, so I first
V ' "VVt,'* man himself in five minutes.
I h e Eureka Sight
Price $1.00. Send for descrip fired in the air to frighten them, after
tive illustrated circular with we had watched them as long as we
Finder.
(Patented.)
testimonial.
wished, and then we gave chase as t he
1 HE El KEKA S1GIII F IN D E R CO., Incorporated, 3417 Jit. Pleasant St., Washington, 1). C.
startled animals floundered through
New England Forest Fish and Game Association. the deep snow in their efforts to get
as far as possible from their natural
enemy, man. It was at or.ee evident
that our game could not get away
from us, so we did not hurry, but
December 25 to January 6. M echanics’ Building, Boston. greatly enjoyed watching the e fforts
o f the animals to get out o f danger.
Address all communications to
I was walking
ahead
of
my
RICHARD E. FOLLETT, 2nd Vice President ar.d Gen’ l Manager,
companion, along the edge o f a sort
Room 218, Pierce Bhuding, Copley Square,
Boston, Mas*. o f a precipice on a small scale, when
suddenly I heard a scream, in what
sjunded decidedly like a feminine
voice, and turned around just in time
to see my companion disppearing
over the edge of the ridge into the
depression below
Of course I started
:o the rescue at once, and found Tim
n a heap at the bottom of the gully,
breathing all right, and apparently not
badly injure!, but unconscious and
me leg suspended in the air in a very
uncomfortable manner, the snowshoe
being caught on the branch of a tree.
The Hunting Knife you have long been looking for. B ade drop-forged
I w7as obliged to work over Tim for
of best tool steel, slides into the handle. String and reliable in operatian.
some time before there were any
Also ncte the COMBINATION K N IFE AND SCREWDRIVERS.
Mention M a in e W ood s ,
sig:” o f rcturrirg consciousness, and
THE BILLINGS & SPENCER COMPANY,
Hartford, Conn. was obliged to loosen portions of the
clothing in order to hi ing about this
In so doing 1 made the
Hunt of the Noriol.c Cl ib.
Several years ago I was in the result.
forest where lumbering operations are j startling discovery that my companion
[Special correspondence to M a in e W oods .]
carried on: on not a very large sc la, was not a youth at all, but a robust
B oston, Mass ., Dec. 5, 1905.
nut very far from Frederickton, New young woman dressed in men’s cloth
ing. Sne came around all right after
The three days hunt o f the Norfolk Brnnswick, and there had an arnu ing a time, her worst injuries being a
Hunt club o f Medfield, which began experience, which nearly ended in a good shaking up and a bad fright.
Friday and ended yesterday,
at tragedy, but which fortunately ended She saw at once that. I had unwittingly
discovered her secret, and begged me
Chatham, was a great success, and well, without serious injury to any- not to reveal it to anyone; and after
was highly enjoyed by the fifty or boJy.
she had told me her story 1 agreed to
more hunters, who were accompained
Tne lumber camp which I visited did this. She said she was the wife of
by some fine horses and a la-ge pack o f r.ot employ more than 30 or 40 men and the cook, McDougall, and having no
native
hounds.
Henry
Vaughan, wras for the time being the home o f a relatives or friends, her desire to be
w'ith her husband, and his desire to
master o f hounds of the Norfolk miscellaneous collection o f men, includ have her, had led to her disguise,
Hunt club was in charge, the weather ing French Canadians, Triih, S coxh, which had never before been pene
conditions were perfect and
this Swedes and two or three men whose trated.
She said that she enjoyed life in the
added much to the pleasure o f the nationality was somewhat in doubt, it camp in the wmods with fo.ty men,
occasion. There were several Boston was a rough and uneducated lot but the though she was obliged to put up with
hunters in the party, and these report men were g o o d workers i n their a great many things that she could
one of the best times of their lives. business and formed an honest a n d ; not have done in her proper role.
She soon recovered sufficiently to
Tnere was a slight flurry o f snow at g o o d tempered crew.
In fact, I continue our tramp, though she was
the beginning o f the hunt, then the have never seen a more peaceable set \shy and reserved, and not as good
coldest morning o f the year had frozen o f men in any of the many different company as before the accident. We
over the low places which had been lumbering camps that I have visited at got a fine buck and took it proudly to
camp with us, where the whole gang
full o f standing water for several different times. The cook was a big, forty men enjoyed some o f the finest
days before, the ground was hard, good hearted native o f Nova Scotia of 1venison. Of course the story o f the
crisp and frosty, so that the scent was mixed blood, Scotch and Irish, fre fall ha.l to be told, hut the secert was
strong and the
invigorating
air quently called a “ blue nose” when not divulged, and when I went away I
am sure that I had the young woman’s
made the chase a pleasure o f the spoken o f by his companions. His name sincere gratitude.
was Sandy McDougall and he was a
first water.
Boston hunters are more
than
Two foxes were started the first general favorite in the camp, though
satisfied with their luck :n the Maine
afternoon and during the hunt more often the subject o f some practical |
woods this year.
Several hundred
than a dozen brushes skurried though joke, all o f which he took without ap fine carcasses of deer and many
the fields and over the hills with parent ill will. Sandy was assisted in moose have been brought here from
joyous hounds
in close
pursuit. his numerous duties by a boyish looking the Pine Tree state and venison is
plentiful in the market and not
There were, however, few kills but young fellow who was familiarly called speically dear.
this was the cause of little sorrow, for Tim Ticklish on account of an unusually
Preparations for the sportman’s
the chase and r.ot the brush is the nervous temperament, which caused show o f the N ew England Forest Fish
delight o f the members of t,*e Norfolk the young fellow a great deal r f annoy and Game association from Dec. 25 to
Jan. 6, are
progressing
rapidly.
hunt club.
The evening gatherings ance by some of the men, though the Many new features and the best show
when the day’s events were eagerly cook acted in the role of protector of the kind ever held are promised,
rehearsed, were far from the least whenever he had the opportunity, and A larger crowd than ever before, is
expected.
enjoyable features of the event.
no real injury was caused.
H. L.G oodwin .
I went to tnis camp on business but I
Snow shoeing is to be a fad this
winter in the vicinity o f Boston, had time for some recreation as well
W A N T S , FO R S A L E , ETC .
provided there is snow enough to allow and as there was said to be large game
Price i cent a word each insertion.
the carrying out of present plans. in numbers in the viemity and killing at j
Stamps or cash with order.
For several years skees have been the that season was allowed, I determined
things, but this \ ear snowshoe parties to spend a day hunting. 1 was not fa- ;
W A N T S.
are to be popular, and to learn to use miliar with the lay o f the land so 1
A N T E D —A small farm or camp in the state
these useful articles properly is the sought a companion who knew the TAT
’ ’
of Maine. Address the M a in e W oods In
leading ambition of many a society wroods and it was decided that Tim formation Bureau, Phillips, Maine.
young man and woman. That snow should go with me.
FO R SA LE.
shoes are a ‘ great assistance to the
The snow was deep in the woods, ;
experienced
woodsman,
enabling so we tramped on snowshoes, taking! AMP SUPPLIES for sportsmen, carefully
packed for transportation. Send for prices,
him to get around in the deepest the two best rifles in the camp and
S. S. Pierce Co.. Tremont and Beacon Sts., Boston,
and softest snow with surprising ease plenty o f lunch with us. I saw at | AM P FOR S A L E .—A public fishing and hunt
ing camp in a desirable location—a money
and rapidity, cannot be denied, and once Tim was less o f an expert on
maker for sale. J. W . Brackett, Phillips, Me.
the results are highly satisfactory, but snowshoes than I was, though h e !
P O R SALE OK EXCH A N G E—Cornet, 16
to the novice they are an uncertain managed to cover the ground at -L
gun, 32 revolver, Stevens Favorite. Want
quantity, and often produce amusing, a fair rate o f speed. We followed i rifle or Hammerless gun. Box 164, Deerfield.
Mass.
or even- disasterous results. When I a logging road used the year before, j
S A L E —One pen of Full Blooded Pekin
was a small boy I learned to use snow- a mile or more, and then struck I 'U'OR
L
Ducks for breeding purposes, consisting a t 7
shoes without difficulty, and got to to a long and narrow defile in the 1ducks and 3 drakes. These are the finest birds to
be seen in this part of the state and will be soM
handle them with comparative ease, center of which ran a small stream, cheap for cash or desirable exchange. Address
though I never claimed to be an expert now covered with ice and snow, except at once. Walter E. McLain. New Vineyard, Me.
R AN G ELE Y L A K E COTTAGE LOTS. V « y
in their use; and many times since I in occasional spots. It was said that
desirable. Rangeley Cottage Co. Enquire of H.
profited by my early learning in this when animals could reach this stream M. Burrows, Rangeley Lake Houee, Rangeley, to
they were in the habit of drinking J. W . Brackett. Phillips, Me.
direction.
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FEDDERS FLY ALL CV BACK!
A Spoilsman Writes Maine Woods From
Newtonville, Nass.
n e w t o n v il l e ,

M
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N ov.

To the Editor o f M a in e W o o d s :

4,

1905.

1905,

NEW H OU SE

Individual Championship o f the
State o f New Jersey at Targets was
won by Mr. F. c ! Bissett, South
River, N. J., with a score c f 46 out
o f 50, shooting.

BEAR

N E W SCH U LTZE.

Confined at home with a severe cold,
Mr. F. C. Bissett and Mr. Ed. F.
M a in e
W oods
w as
immediately
Markley of Easton, Pa., tied for 1st
Issued Weekly.
$1.00 a Year. brought to me by Mrs. Blair on its deamateur average, 140 out o f 150,
both shooting
liverg by the postman.
M a in e W oods solicits communications and fish :
It is always a most cheerful visitor,
and game photographs from its readers.
N E W SCH U LTZE.
When ordering the address o f your paper there is so much in common between
changed, please give the old as well as new ad- i us.
Through the inteiesting contribu
Mr. J. F. Pleiss o f Easton, Pa.,
dress.
won 2d amateur average, 135 out
tions by its many r< aders, I am pleas
If you w ant it stopped, pay to date and say so.
o f 150, shoot.ng
“ M a in e W oods Information Bureau gives infor antly carried back where the fresh
mation on Summer Resorts and Fishing and ! bracing air o f the spirit is always to be j
N E W SCH U LTZE.
Shooting. Boston office, 147 Summer St., with found.
“ Maine,” where rambles over
Boston Home Journal.
the heights and depths of the hills and
Laflin & Rand Pow der Co.
dales, its hidden glens and gorges, its
This Edition of Maine Woods 5,550.
N ow Y nvb ( ' i l v
frosty pastures and fields furnishes the
best
tonic
for
the
fatigued
soul,
who
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1905.
lives much surrounded by these envir
w'ith violent exertions a n d possibly
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and onments.
I am waiting a telegram announcing many brush abrasions.
Game of the State of Maine.
With the sportsman who seeks recre
the first fall o f snow. The “ Old Reli
L. T. C a r l e t o n , Chairman, Augusta,
ables” have been overhauled and are ation (as in case of the true type, Dr.
J. W . B r a c k e t t , Phillips,
ready for active work and I trust will ; Heber Bishop) and goes into tne woods
E. E. R in g , Secretary, Augusta. as faithfully perform their duty as on for “ all the^eis in it” it is different.
previous occasions, adding new trophies j He returns to camp sorry that the day
SUPERINTENDENT OF HATCHERIES.
was so short, slightly fatigued, though
to the “ den.”
W . E. B e r r y , W inthrop.
I was out recently for a fe.v days’ not jaded, hut just tir- d enough to en
STATE FISH HATCHERIES AN D NAM ES OF rest and partridge shooting—bagged 11 j joy an appetizing camp meal, smoke
SUPERINTENDENTS.
and a large fox. Saw several more and a chat before retiring for a peace
Lake Auburn, J. F. Stanley, Supt.,East Auburn;
Whether his
The for- ful, refreshing sleep.
Caribou, Grant Hinds, Supt., Caribou; Sebago partridges and three foxes.
Lake Hatchery, C.^L. Floyd, Supt., Raymond; mer were exceedingly wild (I presume quest o f game proved futile or not, he
Rangeley Lakes Hatchery, Arthur Briggs, Supt., from pei’sistently being hunted by the can relate instances o f the day that
Oquossoc; Carleton Brook Feeding Station, W A.
He has been a
latter) requiring a high degree o f skill will interest listeners
Whiting, Supt., Winthrop; Monmouth Hatchery ,
Missing close obser- er of many things o f inter
A. W . Wilkins, Supt., Monmouth; Moosehead in a marksman to bag them.
Lake Hatchery, F. E. Hitchings, Supt., Green- several at long range, with No. 6 shot, est with which his way was strewn,
rille Junction; Enfield Hatchery, A. J. Darling, I changed to No. 4 with excellent re- i He has been studying nature from her
Supt., Enfield.
suits, only one escaping and he was so j own open volumes. When he empties
close that, as a Frenchman once said his hunting coat he may be more choice
Cash In Advance.
M a i n e W oods will be on a cash in at my New Hampshire home, after o f some little plant or flower, or rare
advance basis on January 1, 1906. All shooting at one with buck shot, “ he specimen of bark, or some pecul.ar
papers not paid for in advance before
that date will be discontinued and the
amounts due collected.
J. W. B r a c k e t t C o .,
Phillips, Maine.
CLARENCE E. CALDEN Associate M’g ’r.

Every genuine Newhouse trap is
stamped

S.

NEWHOUSE

ON EIDA COMMUNITY
N.

O N E ID A

COM M U N ITY,

L T D .,

Branch Factory; Niagara Falls. Ontario, Can.

W e go H unting at

Oneida,

N.

Y

Address all communications to Dept. L.

Pickford’s Camps

B IL L Y SO U L E ’S j
Pleasant

Y.

H O T E L S AN D C A M PS

H O T E L S A N D C A M PS

Island

Camps,

The only public Log Camps on

R an geley Lake,

Maine.

One mile from Rangeley Village. InduceI ments to families for the season.
H E N R Y K. PICK FORI).

Cupsuptic Lake, Maine.
P. O. Address, Haines Landing, Me.
;
IN

i

:

AT

T H E

Woods o f

Maine.

P in e h u r s t

King and Bartlett Camps, 2,000 feet

One ni^ht from A T
ew
York, Boston and Cin
cinnati.
Every outdoor sport is
at its height when the
North is snowbound.
The g olf links, o f nine
and eighteen holes, are
the best in the South.
The champion tourna
ment o f the North and South is held
there annually.
There are 35,000 acres o f exclusive
shooting preserve with expert guides
and trained dogs, fine saddle and
driving horses, a model dairy,a casino,
four hotels under one management
with prices ranging from $2.50 per
day upwards, and a splen, id prepar
atory school, so that children need
notm iss their studies.

above sea level, unexcelled trout and
salmon fishing, individual cabins, open

nat
j wood fires excellent cuisine,
ural lithia spring water, magnificent
scenery.

Renew your health in the

balsam-laden air o f Maine’ s ideal resort.
Address,

King and Bartlett Camps,
Eustis,

-

-

Maine.

P 'O X HUNTERS who have been dis1
appointed of late years in not find
ing their game, should visit Phillips. Maine. There
are plenty of foxes in this vicinity and they are
not trapped or hunted as much as they formerly
were. For full information address,
Maine Woods Information Bureau, Phillips. Me. j

A M a i n e W o o d s reader urges that
every case of, accidental shooting in
the woods be prosecuted before a Jury.
The gentleman ,who makes this sug
gestion is a good judge o f hunting
conditions in?Maine and elsewhere, and
his judgment is good in reference to
accidental 'shooting as well as other
matters o f the kind.
I t is reported from Washington
County that bob-eats or loupcervier
are very? plentiful in that part o f the
state. Theys have been killing deer
and making themselves disagreeable
in general. The wnumber o f bob cats
has largely increased in Washington
County according to the report, since
the bounty was taken off several years
a g o - ________A_________________

These traps have a world-wide
reputation and are absolutely guar
anteed. They have stood the test
ft r 10 years.

H A R R Y M. PIERCE,

A well known jfish culturist says that
trout are growing less in all lakes in
Maine where salmon have been intro
duced. He says it will not be many
years before we will find that all trout
waters where salmon have been intro
duced are suffering from this cause.

TRAPS

No. 50 for small bear, weight 11 1-4
lbs., spread of jaws, 9 inches.
No 50 with offset jaws weight II
1-4 lbs., spread of jaws 9 inches.
No. 5 common black bear weight
19 lbs., spread of jaw s 11 3-4 inches
No. 15 for large bear weight 19 lbs.
spread of jaws, li 3-4 inches.

Consum ptives art* A bsolu tely Excluded.
Send for descriptive book handsomely illus
trated in water colors, free.
Address General Office.
P IN E H U R S T , MOORE C O M P A N Y . N . C.

TH E W IL D E R N E SS B ECK O N S
at this season of the year, and K1NEO is its gateway—COME! The finest trout fish
ing in the world, big game in plenty, a net work of lakes and streams, a wild, free,
outdoor life in crisp pure air and glorious sunshine are its attractions.
W e make a
specialty of completely outfitting campers, canoeists, fishermen and hunters.
Write for information,
THE MOUNT KINEO HOUSE, C. A. J udkins , Manager, Kineo, Maine.
RESULTS OF AN EARLY MORNING SHOOT.
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The scenery is beautiful here in in a corner o f a pocket, than he is o f
H untington Avenue and E xeter Street.
Massachusetts, not in any sense, how all the game it contains. He can al
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for the New England Forest Fish and Game Association and
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, Maine and Newr Hampshire. Yet from be readily appeased; therefore the ness centers.
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A t some o f the best hunting grounds the game o f the woods, is sure to be
and Stream in which he stated that the it was said deer were usually quite nu gratified in one way at least.
big game [business 'o f Maine is worth merous but a long close season prevents
Many abandon the idea of enjoying
$3,000,000 and the fish business is worth shooting them in Massachusetts.
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$2,000,000 a?yeartto the state. In reply
Our last night in camp we were woods as soon as it is thought of, sim
| j^ I |
to a letter of inquiry Mr. Kinney says, agreeebly surprised to find that mem ply because they are behind in marks
te i
that he did not write the article which bers o f the Appalachian club had de- j manship. As a rule amateur sports
®aIL.
appeared in tForest and Stream.
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tion, but thatjwith proper protection it o f listening to the discourses o f these justly proud o f their “ bag” for I have
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can be made to be worth more to the talented men. Brighter intellects are never seen a more attractive display.
state than the fish.
seldom found than among these mounI am pleased to note your manifested
j tain climbers. Much of the time was interest in cooperating with the New
A
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spent, nights, also employing bart of England Forest, Fish & Game associa- ,
About
in all, from a brother on the
about the number o f eggs that are
the intervening days, examining the tion in promoiing the preservation o f
a“ other side, to one on this,” from
usually taken from trout or landlocked
vicinity and hunting coons an I bob j our forests, fish, animals and birds and
Northern, Central and Southern Europe,
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hatcheries answers this question in
j short trips, the time is so limited that chanics’ hall, Boston, Dec. 25 to Jan. 6.
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the following ^language: ‘ ‘ It depends
one feels that it takes away all those
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‘‘ Only Letters” is not a ‘‘ work of genius,”
upon the size o f the fish. I have taken
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THE BEAR CAME AROUND.
BRUIN

KILLED

SOME

LAMBS

AND

SO LOST HIS LIFE.

Hunters Who Were Having a Very Slow
Time Found a New Acquaintance
Who Relieved the Monotony.
BY TROUBLESOME.

Respectfully dedicated to my highly
esteemed friends, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas E. Malone.
“ Well, P ete,” said Loll, with a yawn.
“ Weil, old man, what shall we do
today?”
“ Y e s,” chimed in New't, as he peered
over the huge pile o f fish bones collect
ing before him, “ what shall we do?
I ’ m tired o f fishing.”
They were camping out on Lovejoy
brook, a large stream that winds about
the bases o f Black mountain and White
Cap and Hows on towards Mount Turk.
It was the morning o f Thursday, their
tenth day out, and for an hour the sun
beams had been streaming down
through the tassled foliage o f the pines
overhead.
Lell had just finished breakfast and
was now seated with his back against
a huge pine, busily engaged untangling
a fish line. Newt was still shoveling
away. A long silence followed, a si
lence broken only by the murmur of
the neighboring brook and the sharp
twitter o f a sparrow in the clump o f
alders beside the stream.
“ Guess yer havin’ a purty good time
on it b oy s!!”
The words fell upon their ears like
the crack o f a rifle. Down went the
fish line and tin plates and up they
sprang, looking wildly to right and eft.
“ Sort o ’ skeered ve, didn’t I? ”
Upon the hillside behind them and
half concealed by tree trunks, stood a
tall man clad in homespun, whose
broad mouth was making convulsive
efforts to swallow his ears. Not a very
terrific object, but, then, they had little
expected a visitor at that hour o f the
morning.
“ Camping out?”
“ Y e s,’ answered Newt, adding, as
he caught sight o f the rusty fowling
piece in the stranger’s hand, “ Been
hunting?”
“ Wall, ruther; this here gun ain’t
wuth much, though. Got any shootin’
irons yerselves?”
Lell answered this question by step
ping to the shanty and bringing out
their firearms—a Winchester rifle and a
breech-loading sPotgun, which he hand
ed to the old fellow.
“ Them ’ s well lookin’ guns. Do they
shoot good ?”
“ First-rate!”
“ Killed anything much since ye came
into the w o c d .?”
“ Yes, squirrels and three or four
hedgehogs,” Lell replied.
“ Wall, boys, I can give ye suthin’ a
good deal better’ n that to shoot.
There’ s been a tarnation
big bear
skulkin’ round my place for ’ bout a
week or so and last night he laid out
two o ’ my purtiest lambs. I ’ ve found
their caicasses this mornin’ . I'v e been
oat to see if I couldn’ t find some traces
o f the varmint, but I can’ t.
H e’ ll
come back a g ’m tonight, though, and
if yer a mind to come down and watch
for him, I guess ye can stop his wind.
W hat say?”
v
“ How do you know lie'll come b a ck ?”
asked_Newt, in a doubting tone.
“ Wall, the lambs bein’ torn so’ t they
wan’ t good for nothin’ , I left ’ em
right where they laid; thinkin’ I ’d set a
trap for the crittur. H e’ ll be sure to
come back to finish his meal, bears
alius does—when he smells that ’ ere
mutton once, he won’ t be long cornin’
for it, I can tell y e .”
Some further conversation followed,
in the course o f which they learned
that the old man’s name was Duran
and that his home lay in the forest, a
mile or so to the southwest. As might
be inferred from the opening sentence
o f the story, the result o f the talk was
that they agreed to lie in wait for the
bear that night.
Satisfied with this promise, Duran,
after leaving us minute directions as to
the location o f his cabin, shouldered his
dilapidated gun and,
crossing the
brook, soon disappeared in the dense
woods beyond.
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Contrary to their expectations the brawl o f the brook below and from the
day passed qui- kly. Early in the morn hemlocks on the opposite hillside came
ing they set out to explore a small the occasional wi d hoo hoo o f an owl.
brook that emptied into the stream on
About half past eight o ’clock Lell,
which they were camped, about a mile
expecting to see nothing o f Bruin be
above. Trout were plentiful a.id the fore midnight, proposed that two of
brook proved to be o f considerable them should sleep fo r an hour or so
length.
while the third kept watch. Newt and
Pete cleaned his rifle and filled its
Pete consented. Too much excited by
magazine with six selected cartridges. the novelty of their position to feel at
Lell polished up the shotgun and loaded
ail sleepy, Lell volunteered to stand
for it a ha if dozen shells, charging each
guard. Newt and Pete, however, were
with an ounce and a quarter o f buck
without trouble on the score o f ner
shot. Last y, that they might be more
vousness, and burying their heads un
readily perceived in the darkness, they
der the sprigs, were soon asleep.
polished the sights.
L eft alone, Lell busied 1 imself run
Meantime Newt had been preparing
ning
over the events o f the past week,
the customai*y fried fish and griddle
cukes. -The repast was soon disposed I " ° *
!h e n a «'<>»«> over the
o f and then, after .-‘mothering the fire moonlit clearing, but no bear made his
appearance.
and securi, g the shanty, they struck
As the night wore on, the breeze
out for the farm er’ s cabin. For some
distance their way lay over a succession .freshened and shifted around to the
o f low hills covered with pines. Slip south. Was it blowing up a storm?
pery pine needles lying thick upon the He was not long left in doubt, for soon
sloping ground rendere
the walking great masses of leaden clouds began to
far from easy. They wrere not sorry, roll up from the southern sky. Wider
ther fore, when at the end o f half an and wider they spread; star after star
hour, h y struck a somewhat lonely disappeared and before long the moon
looking road, e/idently little traveled. itself was engulfed. A thick gloom
Forcing their way through the brush now obscured every object in the field
piles separating it from the woods they before him. He could yet make out
went on down the grass grown wagon however, the round outlines o f the big
track, taking the direction indicated by tree and still through the darkness
there gleamed two bright spots that he
Duran.
The sun had sunk behind the tree- knew to be the bodies o f the dead
tops, though here and there a red beam lai: bs.
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PETERS SHELLS AND CARTRIDGES
’~ave all the other makes beaten in the race for quality and results. See what
they have recently accomplished in three chief departments of “ the game” :

RIFLE

A t Sea Girt, N. J., Aug. 24-Sept. 9, Lieut. Tewes won the Wimbledon Cup Match.
he GrL
ai‘d Laflrn & Rand Aggregate, the Seabury a id N. J. Members’ MatchesLieut. Casey won the Inspector’s Match and Lieut. Smith the Reading M atch-all using
t tUr Sf 9o°V t-8ml? Unl^ n * In the Spencer and Seabury Matches. Lieut. Ca3ey
made a total of 20 consecutive bull’s-eyes. In the Wimbledon Match seven >f the first too
places were won with Peters Cartridges. .

PISTOL

The Pistol Championship of the Umcea states compeleu for Sept. 1-11, was
oo '-if
n W0!? by
A - D‘e.tf of New York, scoring 455 out of a possible 500 with Peters
.22 Steve ns-Pope Armory Cartridges, Standard American Target, 8-in. Bu l’s-eve distance
yards. A t Sea Girt N J.. Aug 24-Sept. 9. Thomas Anderton won L rA ll-C om ers Any
Revolver, and Jones Matches, and Lieut. Stedje the Disappearing Targtt Match all with
Peters Cartridges.
’

SHOT-GUN
A 7
,

ThTe Consolation Handicap at the Grand American, June 30, was won by
, T. Aikinson. score 99 out of 100, using Peters Ideal Shells. First
Amateur Average at the Cincinnati Tournament, Sept. 19-21, won by R. S. Rhoads, using
Peters SheUs. Firrt General Average at the Indianapolis Tournament, Oct. 9-10 won by
L. H. Reid with the phenomenal score of 392 out of 400, using Peters Factory Loads.

THE P E T E R S C A R T R ID G E COM PAN Y,
New \ ork :

^ keller?Manager.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

get some torches shine his eyes and 1had formed their ambush. There they
then shoot him. ’ ’
halted and then, after somewhat re“ Perhap3 the shine won’ t be all on covering their breath they asked themour side,” suggested Newt, in his selves the question:
blandest tone, “ but it seems to be a
“ Why had they run?”
No one o f
pretty good plan. ’ ’
|them could very well tell. But perhaps
Once approved the scheme was speed- Newt’s vague explanation of his conHe had been watching for about an ily put to test. Fumbling about in the duct will tend to make the whole mat
shot through a chance opening in the
palisade o f trees and fell in a golden hour and was beginning to believe that darkness, they managed to cut from ter clear to the reader.
His words
stream across their path. Overhead their adventure would exist in imagina the stump beside them several dry root- were:
the blue o f the sky was dispers ng into tion when all at once, as he gazed out lets. These, after being whittled a t , “ As you fellows fired, I involuntarily
black and the nighthawks were wheel into the clearing, it seemed that one of one end so that they would readily Ithrew my torch. Then it occurred to
ing in ever varying circles.
those almost phosphorescent spots dis ignite, were gathered into a bundle
me that I ’d better run back far enough
They had walked on thus for half an appeared. Drawing hi3 hand across
They were thus in possession of a to get out o f the way o f the bear when
hour, when the wall o f pines on their his eyes he looked again. There were tolerably good torch. Newt offered to he came down. Somehow after getting
right gave place to a good sized clear the two spots as bright as ever. No; carry, why they did not know, perhaps in motion I wouldn’t stop.”
ing, in the centre o f which stood a one o f them was gone, but only for an because he thought it would be a better
moss-grown log cabin, flanked by the instant was it lost. Then it shot once defense against a wounded bear, than
“ Well boys, shall we go back to the
inseparable “ potato patch.” On a tree more into sight. What did it all mean? would be an empty rifle.
The torch tree tonight?” asked Lell, in a rather
trunk before the door was a man puff- Thrice he watched that white spot ap provided, they carefully loaded the anxious tone when the talk about their
ing a short black pipe. As they ap- pear and disappear. Suddenly a solu- guns and then stole into the clearing. mysterious flight had subsided.
“ For
proached he looked up. It was Duran, tion o f the mystery flashed upon him.
As they left the woods, Pete glanced my part,” he hastened to add, “ I don’t
“ Got round, have ye? Gin to think Bruin had come and was moving about up at the black sky. It was filled with think it will pay. I f we killed him he
ye w a’ nt a coming. Had your grub?” 0(1e o f the carcasses. As he stepped scudding clouds, but they did look very will stay there. If we didn’t he’s gone
They told him that they ha i eaten from side to side he occasionally hid it threatening. It took them full five long before thi3. ”
supper and then, having learned that from sight.
Newt came to the same conclusion on
minutes to get within as many rods of
the sheep pasture where they were to
He waited a minute longer. There the huge fii*e. At that point they halted the question that Lell had reached. But
watch, was yet some distance away, then fell upon his e?rs a sound that to light the torch. Newt drew a match he gave for it the aiditional reason
that he didn’t want to bang his knees
suggested that before night came on, transformed conjecture into certainty; across a rock beside him.
it might be well to take a look at the it was the dull snapping o f bones.
As the tiny blue flame flared up and against any more rocks, so they re
scene of the bear’s depredations.
A few words sufficed to let Pete and laid hold o f the resinous pine splints, signed themselves to Morpheus.
“ Wall, guess yer right!” said Duran, Newt know how matters stood. Their it seemed to Pete that he heard a rustl
It was past eight o ’clock when Pete
A glance at
as he arose. Donning his coat he gave plan o f action was quickly formed. ing in the thick branches o f the old tree awoke next morning.
the belt supporting his breeches a Newt was to have the shot un and but he could discern not1ing. As soon their unfamiliar surroundings soon
twitch, and crossing the road, entered Pete the rifle; they were to fire at the as the torch was fairly ablaze they called to his mind the night’s adventure
a dense growth o f hard wood trees. word from Lell, resting their guns over cocked their guns and began to circle and he was quickly on his feet. The
They followed close at his heels, but the old stump.
slowly about the tree.
It fi rmed a boys had not opened their eyes. A
Duran was a woodsman and it taxed
A little difficulty presented itself. strange scene. There, on either side, shake o f the shoulder and the word
While they
their energies to the utmost to keep The bear had settled down upon the rose the black woods, hardly separable “ bear” aroused them.
were rubbing their eyes he got the
pace with his rapid stride.
carfcass and hidden it from sight, so from the starless sky.
They
then sallied forth.
Thei’e was little chance for conversa that now, though they could plainly
Midway between this forest wall and guns.
tion. They descended a hill. A t its hear him crunching his prey, they knew the fir moved a pillar of red lights, in Though the red sun was striving to
base flowed a broad rapid stream. not where to aim. This obstacle was whose center they walked, guns flash- dissipate it, a thick fog yet rested over
Crossing this on a fallen hemlock, they very soon surmounted. Having care ing, eyes intentedly fixed upon the the clearing.
Looming up through the curtain of
hit upon a well worn cattle path, which fully surveyed the ground before dark, motionless tree.
led them to the summit o f a precipitous they had obtained a good idea o f the
From their feet started three long mist the fir was discernible but o f ob
ridge, crowned with a belt o f lofty positions o f the dead lambs. This cir- shadows, which, traversing the region jects about its base they could make
They walked
pines. The tall pines fringed a clear cumstance, added to the fact that Lell o f lights lost their heads in the black- out nothing distinctly.
ing, perhaps 25 rods broad and twice as knew the bear to have selected the car- ness beyond. Weird and startling were rapidly and the intervening ground was
many long.
It wras covered with cass nearest the tree, enabled them ! the objects that, as they stole along, soon traversed. When within a few
sparse growth o f coarse wild grass, in- after a little reflection, to judge "very peered out at them from the gloom, yards o f the ;ree, Newt who had the
terspersed with evergreens. Ridges of accurately as to the whereabouts o f the Now it was a grinning skull, formed lead suddenly called out:
“ Say boys, there he is!”
rock cropped out here and there on its four-legged marauder.
from some gray boulder grown with
Yes it was the bear and dead as a
surface and great boulders were scatMore potent than all else was N ew t’ s lichens. Then a nest o f great twisted
tered everywhere. Near the center of remark that it would “ be better to |serpents, metamorphosed by the dark- door nail, too, what a monster. Claws,
the field rose a single tree, a large fir. blaze away, hit or miss, than to let him >ness from the projecting roots of a long and sharp, protruded from the
stump. And next a huge skeleton, into soft hair covering his toes. His mouth
Altogether, it was a desolate looking go scot free. ”
spot.
“ Come boys get ready!” said Lell, in the semblence o f which the slender was wide open and showed a set of
As they entered the clearing, Pete low tones at the conclusion o f our whis- stalks o f a birch had transformed them massive white teeth, fearful to look
selves. Bats were numerous.
More upon. But they were harmless now.
noticed some distance below and to the pered conference.
“ Well boys,” said Lell, “ I didn’ t
right o f twe solitary fir, two white, un
“ Click! click !” answered the gun than once their clammy wings fanned
distinguishable masses that he at once locks. One, two, three! Crack! bang- N ew t’ s face, as they essayed to dream he was so formidable an animal
judged to be the dead lambs. Duran ng-g! and the two broad streaks o f punish his attempt to turn their night as this appears to be if I’d known we
had such a customer to deal with he
informed him that he was correct. flames leaped out into the darkness, into day.
Twice they stole cautiously around would have gone his way in peace for
And sure enough, as they drew nearer, streaming, it seemed, half across the
there they lay, each with a gaping red clearing. There came a roar, rising the tree without a sign o f Bruin’ s all o f m e.”
“ I guess you fellows would’t have
hole in its neck. The lambs had been high above the heavy echo returned by presence. Newt began to mutter and
marched
so serenely around that tree
too,
was
killed by a bite in the throat, but they the startled forest.
It was followed j get impatient.
The torch,
last night if you’d supposed such ivories
were also much torn about the flanks. immediately by the quick pitpat, pitpat fast wasting away,
of fast flying feet.
This ceased and
They had about half completed their were grinning down on you,” was
The bodies lay about 50 feet apart.
Long before these investigations next we heard a crackling, scratching i third circuit and Pete was carefully Newt’ s remark.
Glancing quickly in the direction of
were finished the sun had gone down sound. Then all was still; even the scrutinizing the topmost limbs when he
behind the western hills and twilight crickets had ceased to chirp. Lell was saw two balls o f greenish flame glowing the sound o f a snapping twig, they saw
was now settling over the sombre for the first to break the silence and his down directly upon them. Hardly had a rod or two away the burly form of
est. It was high time to make ready words, spoken in a sarcastic tone, w ere: he made the discovery, before Lell’s Duran. In their excitement he had ap
for the vigil. Agreeable to Duran’s
“ Boys, you ’d better go home, you quick grasp of his arm told him that he, proached unobserved.
“ Wall, boys did ye git him? Wall
too, had caught sight of those flaming
advice they selected a spot opposite the WOn’ t see anything more o f him. ”
you have done it this time, as sure as
fir in the outskirts o f the previously
“ I think we hit him,” said Pete, eyes. No words were needed. Wheel
•
mentioned belt o f woods below the humbly, “ but from the sounds I should ing around so as to fairly face the eyes, I ’ m alive.”
Lell related the story, or rather, they
Pete threw his gun to his shoulder.
clearing. It was a little hollow made judge that he’d made his escape. ”
all three did for there were frequent in
Lell’s was already leveled.
by the uprooting of a giant pine, whose
“ Gosh! how my shoulder aches,”
terruptions.
“ Ready?” whispered Lell.
large stump formed for them a very sajd Newt. He had fired both barrels
A curious smile overspread Duran’ s
“ Y es.”
acceptable shelter. The hollow they at once.
countenance when they told him of
“ Then fi —”
filled with boughs. Duran remained to
“ For the next five minutes no one
The loud report o f the guns drowned their wild race in the dark and at the
give advice and assistance until he sa v spoke; the music of the pines was the
his voice. They fired simultaneously— j conclusion o f their narrative he said,
them fairly embarked on the enter- only sound,
How they with a short laugh:
“ Boys,” exclaimed Lell suddenly, fired then turned and ran.
prise, then with a cheery “ good luck!”
“ Wall, I guess ye don’ t want no
) he took his leave, while they lay on the “ I’ ll bet anything he’s up that tree!” ran’ ’ N e w t had thrown away the torch
and
all
was
black
again.
Unmindful
o
f
j
more
bear shootin’ by torchlight.”
“ And you think that scratching noise
fragrant boughs and began convers ng
They all said, “ N o!”
we heard was made by him as he went that, they tore on over rocks and logs
in low tones.
at a rate undreamed of.
— —Time passed. One by one the stars up the tree, do you?” said Pete.
Nothing followed, neither sound nor
send Us Hunting Stories,
twinkled out in the gray sky and the ; “ Yes, don't you think it probable?”
Yet, panic stricken they sped
Our readers are requested to send us
t r e e toads waking from their diurnal
“ O f c o u r s e it is,” interrupted Newt, beast.
nap began to pipe their shrill note from “ but suppose he is up there, what will on, Lell occasionally rolling over and bunting stories. There are plenty of
over.
Nor was their pace one jot tbings to write us. Tell us where you
the ue’ghboring trees. A light wind you do about it? ”
wjuit you see. Address, M a in s
sighing through the pines overhead,
“ Oh, if he’ s in that tree, we can abated till they were safe behind the
Phillips, Maine.
1bore to their ears the monotonous make it very *rying for him.
W e’ ll shelter o f the friendly pine stump that

in g t o n

, N

ov.

2 5 , 1 90 5 .

To the Editor o f M a in e W oods .

My first trip to the town o f Chester
ville was taken some four or five years
ago and I have been there once since.
These trips were both fruitful ones and
gave me much pleasure.
There are quite a number of ponds in
the town and the plants growing in and
on the shores of the ponds are very in
teresting. Norcross pond is famed for
the large number of pond lilies which
grow in it, although no botanical dif
ference is noted in this plant in which
the sepals are o f a reddish hue and
o me lilies which grow here in Farm
ington in which the sepals are green
with a green stem. They are a good
deal unlike. The stem of the first lily
is red a 3 Well as the sepal s and are
called, by some, mud lilies. But the
second kind grows in like situations also
and is much larger.
Perhaps some
time two different species may be made
out o f them.
The pickerel weed grows in these
ponds and is a beautiful flower. A
small plant, a purple bladderwort, was
found growing in the sand on the shore
most o f it being four or five inches
under water. This was a new plant to
Chesterville, having never been found
there before. A species o f Loosetriffe
has been found in a bog which proved
to be a new plant also.
There are a
number o f plants growing in the pond
known as Potamogetons, having a red
dish stem and whose leaves are very
beautiful.
A fern called the chain fern on ac
count o f the sporecases being arranged
In rows like the links of a chain was
found on one of the bogs by a friend
who went with me.
A Habenaria, a
species of orchis grew very abundantly
in a swamp visited. This plant is two
feet or more in height, having pure
white flowers which are very fragrant.
A small lily like plant, a species o f
Smilacina. (Smilacina trifolia) belong
ing to the lily family was found in this
same swamp. I had found this plant
several years before in the town of
Caanan, Maine and I was glad to find it
nearer home. I have since found it a
little over three miles from where I
now live. It show,s how carefully a
territory should be worked over lest
®ae should miss some plants near home
for whLh one had gone a long distance
to procure.
Chesterville and its sur
rounding hills and ponds present a
beautiful picture to the eye
As I
stood on the top o f Moose hill I counted
in the distance, eleven ponds all glitter
ing in the sunlight, every one o f them
a gem in nature’ s crown.
I wish I could put into words the
great pleasure I have felt in starting
out on a fine and pleasant morning in
July or August, when nature is at her
best, everything pulsating with life and
vigor, for a ramble through fields and
pastures over hills and down in the
valleys with the object in view o f find
ing something to reward the effort put
forth. A new plant, insect, mineral or
bird. The eyes ever ready to take in
the things o f interest going on about
you. Away from the world, free to
commune with nature in all her moods,
in a new world as it were whose t ‘first
is ever satisfied by all the beautiful
things which are offered without money
and without price.
H. W. J e w e l l .

T IM E -T A B L E S
Liimit—No person shall in any one
day kill or have in possession more than
Did you ever get a feeling
15 o f each variety of the above named
That was way, down, deep,
'V tland & Rumford Falls Railway
birds, except sandpipers, the number
When November days were mellow
o f which shall not exceed 70 in any one
And leaves leaping at your feet?
Time-Table, in Effect Oct. 9, 1905.
day; nor shall any person at any time
kill or have in possession any of the
Such an inward, fearful craving.
above named birds, except for his own Trains leave Oquossoc f o r Rumford
Thai you simply couldn’ t rest,
consumption in the state; nor shall any
And your mind was ever wandering
Falls, Lewiston, Portland and Bos
ton,
6.50 a. m.
person at any time sell or offer for sale
To the “ Woodlands of the Blest?”
any of the above named birds; nor shall Trains due to arrive at Oquossoc from
Heard the partridges a-drumming,
Boston, Portland, Lewiston a n d
any person or corporation transport
Rumford Falls,
6.25 p. m.
On the old worm-eaten log;
from place to place any o f the birds
Trains run daily except Sunday.
And the bull moose fiercely calling.
mentioned, in close time, nor in open
R. C. B r a d f o r d , Traffic Man., Portland. Me.
From the far-off marshy bog?
season unless open to view, tagged and
“* E. L. L o v e j o y , Supt. Rumford Falls. Me.
labelled with owner’s name ai d resi
.Till you simply couldn’t stand it!
dence and accompanied by him, unless
It was worse than indigestion;
Maine Central Railroad.
tagged in accordance with the follow
Business cannot bear your absence?
ing section:
But you flung aside this question!
From the Rangeleys to the Sporting
Transportation o f gam e—Any resi Points in Maine and New Brunswick.
Packed your grip and all pertaining,
dent of Maine who has lawfully killed a
To a joyous forest rout.
Lv Rangeley......................................11 (0 a m
moose or deer or one pair o f game
Phillips 1 30 p m
Guns and rifles, every trifle
birds may send same to nis home or to
Farmington ...............................2 25
That one fain would dream about.
Ar Portland.................................... -5 45
any hospital in the state without ac
Boston. . .
9 05
companying same, by purchasing from
You are ready for the journey
Belgrade .....................................7 40
the duly constituted agent a tag, pay
And the fateful day arrives,
Bingham......... . ................... 11 10 a m
Hartland .........
9 30
ing for a moose $5, d .e r $2 and 50 cents
Business cares are left behind you,
B a n g o r..................
5 25
a pair for game birds.
Nerves are tense as on you drive.
Ellsworth................................ 7 16
Licenses—Persons not bona fide resi
Machias............................
..9 40
Where the gnawing that possessed you?
Eastport •• ................................11 48
dents o f the state and actually domi
Where the fetters? Where the chain?
Calais................................................ 1143
ciled therein shall not hunt or kill any
Princeton.................................. 1240NOON
That in thraldom long did hold you,
bull moose, deer, ducks, grouse, wood
Greenville................................. 10 55 a m
Till no sunshine followed rain?
Kineo ............................................1 00 p m
cock, or other birds or wild animals at
Jackman............................................ 155
any time without first having obtained
Limp the chain hangs at your kennel!
Katahdin Iron W orks.............. 9 f5 a m
a license. Such license shall be issued
Free the slave it held so long;
Norcross ..................................... 5 58
Millinocket.........................................6
15
upon
application
and
payment
o
f
$15
to
Fetters broken, joy with freedom.
Sherman......................
7 03
hunt bull moose, deer, ducks, grouse,
Opes your world to gladsome song.
P atten .............................................. 1140
E. H. G o od n o u g h .
woodcock and other birds and wild ani
Ashland.........................................1 35 p m
Caribou .......................................2 40
mals during their respective open sea
Nov. 27, 1905.
Vanburen.......................................... 585
sons in October, November and Decem
W inn.............................................. 5 80 a m
ber. But to hunt ducks, grouse, wood
Vanceboro.......................................... 780
Stoddard House Arrivals.
St.
J o h n ................................... 12 05 noon
cock and other birds and wild animals
Fredericton................................11 1*5 a m
during their respective open ; easons
[Special correspondence to Maine Woods.]
Send for guide book and folder giving
prior to Oct. 1, a license fee o f $5 shall
F a r m i n g t o n , Dec. 2, 1905.
be paid annually.
A person having other details.
Among the prominent arrivals at the paid the fee of $5 may procure a li Geo . F. E vans , V. P. and Gen. Mgr.,
cense to hunt bull moose an 1 deer by
F. E. B oothby , G. P. A .,
'Stoddard House recently were:
paying $10 additional.
Such license
Portland, Maine.
Harry P. Morrison, Ellsworth; Ralph Scribner, shall entitle the purchaser to take to
Searsport; H. L. Woodward, Hartford, Conn.; E. his home, properly tagged with the tag
W . Woodbury, Taunton, Mass.; C. S. Stetson, detached from his license, and open
Greene; J. W . Currier, Hartland; W . C. Patter, to view, 10 grouse,
10 ducks and
J. A. Jones, Brownville; Dr. J. A. Donovan, Hon. 10 woodcock that he has lawfully killed.
The 1906 Tim e-Table o f the
Seth M. Carter, Lewiston; Daniel Whitehouse, The holder of a nonresident hunter’ s
Miss Eva Johnson, Augusta; Miss Viola B. Priest, license shall be entitled to offer for
Vassalboro; Miss Helen Piper, Damariscotta;
transportation within or without the
Hon. L W . Greene, Gardiner; George H. Ran- state the carcass o f one bull moose or
slow, Worcester, J. M. Southard, Buffalo: C. N. part thereof that ha has lawfully killed
Church, New York City; E. Payson Viles, Skow- on the moose coupon attached to such
hegan; E. C. Thurston, South Union; A. F. Den i license also the carcass o f one eer, or
nison, Rumford Falls; W . F. Farnsworth, Man
part thereof, on each o f the deer cou
chester, N. H.; W . Messenger, Ardmore, Pa.;
pons.
Felix McConagity, Philadelphia; Wilbur B.
No nonresident can lawfully hunt
Mitchell, Brunswick; Dr. J. H. Black, Read eld; game at any time without a license.

Rangeley Lakes

Francis West, Kineo; C. W . Curtis, Dexter; Ira A .
Mitchell, Waterville; Arthur Hoyt, Dexter; J. G.
Haggerty, Pittsfield; George A. Emerson, Orono;
Turner Buswell, Solon; E. A. Loomis, Rochester,
N. Y .; A. L. Wagner, Arlington Heights, Mass.

If you have tried internal drugs and medicines
(often injurious) without relief, just try

SANOZOL

SPORT IN D E E D

W ill appear early in May.

Tr’n 1 Tr’ n3 Tr’ n 5

North

Farmington, ........ .. - lv

A. M.

P. M.

P. M.

11.00

12.10

4.40

P. M.
12.05

12.30

5.10

12.30

1.00

5.30

South Strong,.......
Strong, .................

Tr’n 2 Tr’n 4

South

A. M.

A. M.

Phillips,................. ••-lv

7.30

8.30

1.30

Strong,...................

7.50

9.10

1.50

10.00

2.20

Farmington,......... •ar. | 8.20
WESTON LEWIS, Pres.

Franklin &

F. N. BEAL, Supt.

Me antic

Railway.

Shortest and easiest route to Eustis and the Dead
River region.

Time-Table in Effect, Oct. 9, 1905.
SOUTH.
A. M. P. M. P. M.
2 00 6 46
11 00
Bigelow, lv
2 25 7 00
11 20
Carrabassett,
3 00 7 30
11 40
( ar
A. M. A. M. P. M.
Kingfield, ]
7 05 12 50
7 00
( lv
7 0
12 55
*N. Freeman, lv
*Mt. Abram Jet., lv
7 35
7 20
7 45
1 10
Salem
1 12
7 33
8 45
•Summit, lv
*W. Freeman, lv 7 35
1 25
Strong, ar
9 10
1 35
7 45
NORTH.
A. M. A. M. P. M.
Strong, lv
5 12
8 20 10 00
5 17
*W . Freeman, lv 8 30
•Summit, lv
8 40 10 30
5 27
Salem,
8 45 10 35
5 35
10 40
•Mt. Abram Jet., lv 8 50
•No. Freeman, lv 8 55
5 43
( ar
9 05 11 30
5 50
P. M.
Kingfield, 1
5 55
( lv
9 20 12 00
Carrabassett,
9 50 12 35
6 20
Bigelow, ar
10 20
1 05 6 40
Trains stop on notice to con
ductor. tMixed trains.
Close connection is made at Strong with traina
to and from Phillips, Farmington, Portland and
Boston.
Stage connection at Bigelow for Stratton and
Eustis, at Carrabassett for Flagstaff and Dead
River.
GEO. M. VOSE. Superintendent.

C o ld H abit

THE ANGLERS
vJr ANNUAL.

SETH M. CARTER, Receiver.

Time-Table, in E ffect Oct, 9, 1905.
The only all-rail line to Rangeley. The shortest,
quickest and easiest route to all points in the
Dead River region.

First-Class Livery.
W e have everything in the livery line
that is needed. The stable has been
enlarged and newly equipped through
out.
Experienced drivers
parties when desired.

will take

P, R IC H A R D S O N & CO.,
R a n g e 'e y .

M aine

Send Thre

g

No. 5.;

NORTH.
Boston. ^

jq

]y

Portland, lv
Farmington, lv
Phillips, ar
Phillips, lv
Madrid,
Reed’s,
Sanders,
Redington,
Eustis Junction,
Dead River,
Rangeley, ar

SOUTH.
A. M. 1
9 00 1 Rangeley, lv

8 30 1 Dead River,
P. M. ; Eustis Junction,
12 55 Redington,
4 40
5 30 Sanders,
5 40 Reed’s,
5 57 Madrid,
*6 05 Phillips, ar
*6 17
Phillips, lv
6 45 Farmington,
*7 05 Portland,
*7 08 Boston,
7 05

No. 6.
A. M.

11
11
•11
*11

00
15
IS
40

P. M.

*12 03
*12 IS
12 23
12 40
1 30
2 25
5 45
9 05

The American Express Company transacts
business at all points on line of Phillips & Rangeley railroad.
"Flag Stations. Trains stop on notice to con
ductor.
The above table shows the time that trains may
be expected to arrive and depart from the several
stations, but is not guaranteed.
Subject to
change and correction without notice.
F. A. L AW TO N . Supt. D. F. FIELD. G. P. & T. A .

Fangor &

Aroostook

Railroad.

Arrangement of Trains.

2 Cent Stamps to

Maine
Phillips,

Woods,
-

-

Maine,

For a little bunch o f Backwoods FaHy
Tales, by

ED

G R A N T

o f Beaver Pond, Maine, edited by
FRANCIS I. MAULE.

IN EFFECT MONDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1905.
PULLMAN CAR SERVICE.

Pullman Buffet Parlor Cars between Caribou
and Bangor on train leaving Caribou at 6.00 a. m.
and Bangor at 3.15 p. m. Sleeping Car on train
leaving Caribou 4.10 p. m. and Bangor 3.55 a. m.
TRAINS LEAVE BANGOR.

3.55 a. m. —For and arriving at Millinocket, 6.40
a. m., Houlton, 8.50 a. m., Presque Isle, 10.32 a. m.
Fort Fairfield, 10.55 a. m., Caribou, 11.00 a. m. Van
Buren 12.40 p. m.
7.00 a. m .—For and arriving at So. Lagrange,
8.10 a. m. Brownville, 9.01 a. m. Katahdin Iron
Works 9.50 a. m. Mil! nocket 10.25 a. m. Patten
11.50 a .m . Ashland 2.1: p. m. Fort Kent 4.15 p.
m. Houlton 12.55 p. m Presque Isle 2.46 p. m.
Caribou 3.15 p. m. Vai Buren 5.30 p. m. Fort
Fairfield 3.05 p. m. Lim< stone 4.10 p. m. Dover
9.17 a. m. Guilford 9.41 a m. Monson 10.17 a. m.
Greenville 10.55 a. m. Kineo 1.00 p. m.
3.15 p. m. —For and arriving at So. Lagrange
4.12 p m. Brownville 4.49 p. m. Millinocket 6.03
1 p. m. Sherman 6.54 p. m. Patten 7.25 p. m.
Houlton 8.15 p. m. Mars Hill and Blaine 9.25 p. m.
Presque Isle 9.57 p. m. Caribou 10.25 p. m. Fort
Fairfield 1.1.15 p. m.
4.50 p. m. —For and arriving at Lagrange 6.10
p. m. Milo 6.35 p. m. Brownville 6.45 p. m. Dover
and Foxcroft, 7.03 p. m. Guilford 7.26 p. rn.
1 Greenville 8.40 p. m. Quebec 1.15 p. m. Montreal
8.55 a. m.
ARRIVALS.

The’ re not so—very slow.

The Taking

yers

Sandy River Railroad.
Time-Table in Effect, Oct. 9, 1905.

Steamboat Co. PhilIips & Railroads.
* T ‘7 and E“stis

Game Laws of Maine.
Caribou—No person shall, within 6
LOTION A N D SOAP
years from Oct. 15, 1905, in any manner
nunt, cnfcse, catch, kill or have in pos Positive Cure F or All Skin
session any caribou or parts thereof.
Diseases.
Deer—No person shall hunt, take,
catch, kill or have in possession any
The wonderful discovery of the famous special
deer or part thereof, between Dec. 15 ist in skin diseases A . J. Fulton, M. D., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
and Oct. 1; no person shall between
Sanozol treatment is external only.
During the hot weather those afflicted with
Oct. 1 and Dec. 15, kill or have in pos skin
eruptions and scaly skin diseases, suffer in
session more than 2 deer or parts there tensely. You can avoid this suffering and effect
a cure by use of Sanozol.
of; a person lawfully killing a deer in
Sufferers from eczema, lupus, herpes, ring
prurigo, scrofuloderma, skin cancer, pedi
>pen season shall have a reasonable worm,
culosis. psoriasis, ecthyma, lichen, sycosis and all
time in which to transport same to his other forms of ulcerative, scaly and parasitic skin
! diseases find immediate relief and permanent cure
home, and may have same in possession by the use of Sanozol. If removes pimples and
blackheads and cures sweaty or aching feet.
at his home during the close season.
Some of the now famous cures by Sanozol treat
ment were fully described in the New York World
Special county laws on deer.
of March 9. and the Brooklyn Daily Eagle of
November is open season in York, March 29.
The Brooklyn Times of March 30th, says: "D r.
Cumberland, Sagadahoc, Lincoln, Knox, Fulton
is a practising physici in and a skin dis
Waldo and Kennebec counties.
One ease specialist. The Sanozol treatment :s the
latest cure and medical men are of the opinion
deer only may be killed. In the towns that America has triumphed over Europe.”
August Newman of Enfiele street near Graves
of York, Kittery, Eliot and Wells in Place.
Brooklyn, v rites that he had been a sufYork county, and in Bath, West Bath i ferer from a skin emotion for eight years called
various names by different physicians. Finally
and Phippsburg, Sagadahoc county, no ! he was induced, in sheer de speration, to try San
He enjoyed his first unbroken sleep after
open season. Close season in town of ozol.
the first bottle of Sanozol- His regard for a con
Swan’ s Island, Hancock county, until scientious treatment of this remedy for two
months was complete cure.
Dec. 15, 1908. Open season in towns of
Write for testimonial and full particulars of
Trestment requires combined use of
Eden, Mt. Desert, Tremont and South Sanozol.
lotion and soap. Sent on receipt of price or at
west Harbor, between Nov. 15 and Dec. druggist.
Lotion full half pint, $1.00; soap, 25c per cake
15.
or jar.
Sanozol Laboratory, dept. B, 4. 100Close season on islands in town o f 102Address
Elton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
i
Isle au Haut until Oct. 1, 1907,
i
Open season in Androscoggin county
during October.
Moose—No person s> ill at any time
E.
H. Shepard saw a flock o f wildhunt, catch, kill or destiv or have in
--------- B Y -------possession
any cow or call moose, and
geese about 25 in number last Monday
the term calf moose shall be construed
on the Mile Square road near Fred to mean that these animals are calves
THOMAS MARTINDALE.
Ellsworth’s. This time o f year is said until they are at least one year old and
A graphic description of camp life in
to be very late for them and a sign of have at least two prongs or tines not
less than three inches Tong to each of Maine, finely illustrated by photographs
an open winter.
their horns. No person shall, between
Dec. 1 and Oct. 15, hunt, take, catch, by the author.
kill or have in possession any bull moose
A book every woods lover should
orjpart thereof, and no person shall,
have.
Price $1.50, postage paid. Given
between Oct. 15 and Dec. 1, take,
catch, kill, or have in possession more free for two subscriptions to M a in e
than one bull moose or part thereof.
No person shall at any time hunt, W oods accompanied by $2.00. One o f
catch, take, kill or destroy with dogs, the above must be a new subscriber.
jack lights, artificial lights, snares or
traps, any moose, deer, or caribou.
MAINE WOODS, - Phillips, Maine.
Rabbits—It shall be unlawful to hunt
or have in possession, rabbits or wild
hare, between April 1 and Sept. 1.
The old cold goes; a new one
Squirrels,
chipmunks—I n
Knox
I
.
... > Price 25Cls.
quickly comes. It’s the story
county, no open season.
Mink, sable, muskrat, fisher, close
of a weak throat, weak lungs,
season, between May 1 and Oct. 15.
a tendency to consumption.
Beaver—Whoever at any time kills or
Disclosing the baunls and habits
destroys any beaver, except upon
of the popular sportiny fishes, and j
A y e r ’s C h e r r y P e cto ra l
the favorite baits, rods and tackle FI
written permission o f the commission
of the expert anyler.
.x v |
b reak s up the taking-cold
ers, shall be fined.
Woodduck, blackduck, teal and any
habit. It strengthens, soothes,
Edited by Charles Bradford.
ducks known as gadwall, mallard,
heals. Askyour doctorabout it.
widgeon, shoveler, pintail, redhead,
scaup, whistler, bufflehead, broadbill,
“ I had a terrible cold, and nothing relieved
me. I tried Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral and it
close season between Dec. 1 and Sept.
promptly broke up my cold, stopped my
1; ruffed grouse, woodcock, between
cough, and eased every part of my body. It
did wonderful work for me.”—M r . J. K. l u t z ,
Dec. 1 and Sept. 15; plover, snipe and
Toledo, Ohio.
sandpiper, between May 1 and Aug. 1;
and it shall be unlawful to kill or nave
Made by J. 0 . Ayer Co., Lowell, Mass.
A le
eo-------manufacturers
-----------------*
of
in possession quail at any time.
No person shall hunt wild ducks upon
9
SARSAPARILLA.
PILLS.
the shores, islands or waters o f MerryHAIR VIOOR.
meeting bay, Eastern river or the Ken
nebec river below the Gardiner and
Keep the bow els regular with Aye
Randolph bridge, between Dec. 1 and
Pills, Just o n e pTil ea ch n ig
Sept. 1.
M AINE WOODS, Phillips, Maine.

\A

T IM E -T A B L E S

U nleashed.

1

its Results.
Farm

1905.

“

Trip to Chesterville Maine and

8.

i

A Botanical

DECEMBER

S3

FRANKLIN’ S FLORA.

WOODS,

• -t

M AINE

6

Experience

9.25 a. m. Leaving Montreal 7.25 p. m. Quebee
2.45 p. m. Greenville 5.35 a. m. Guilford 6.44 a. m.
Dover 7.02 a.m. Brownville 7.20 a. m. Milo 7.30 a.
m. So: Lagrange 8.10 a m
I. 00 p. m. Leave Caribou 6.00 a. m. Presque
Isle 6.27 a. m. Fort Fairfield 6.00 a. m. Houlton
8.05 a. m. Ashland 6.50 a. m. Patten 8.50 a. m.
Millinocket 10.16 a. m. Brownville 11.25 a. m.
Milo 11.34 a. m.
7.25 p. m.~Leaving Kineo 1.20 p. m. Greenville
3.40 p. m. Monson 3.55 p. m. Guilford 4.50 p. m.
Dover 5.08 p. m. Limestone 9.50 a. m. Van Buren
8.30 a. m. Caribou 11.45 a. m. Presque Isle 12.15
p. m. Fort Fairfield l *1I.40 a. m. Houlton 2.00 p.
m. Fort Kent 10.45 a. m. Ashland 12.45 p. m. Pat
ten 2.50 p. m. Sherman 3.27 p. m. Millinocket 4.20
p. m. Brownville 5.33 p. m. Milo 5.43 p. m. La
grange 6.10 p. m.
II. 45 p. m. Leaving Van Buren 2.40 p. m. Car
ibou 4.10 p. m. Fort Fairfield 4.15 p. m. Presque
Isle
j p. m.4.38 p. m. Houlton 6.20 p. m. Millinocket 8.43
Trains leave So. Lagrange for Stockton, Sears
port and intermediate stations at 8.15 a m. and
6.20 p. m., arriving at Stockton at 10.15 a. m. and
8-20 p. m. and Searsport at 10.26 a. m. and 8.30
p. m. Returning, leave Searsport at 5.50 a. m.
and 1.50 p. m. and Stockton at 6.05 a. m. and 2.05
p. m., arriving at So. Lagrange at 8.05 a. m. and
4.05 p- m.
C. C. BROW N, General Pass, and Ticket
, t.
W . M. BROW N, General SuperinterrVi t
Bangor. Me., Nov. 25, 1905.

backed by the general law o f average
proves that the first appearance o f ar
advertisement does not bring business
nor even create much curiosity. It
costs little to advertise in Main *
W oods . A trial (one time) insertion
for business advertising is a waste of
money. I f you go in, stay in and it
will pay you.
“ Keeping everlastingly
at it’ ’ is the only way to success.
In continuity is strength. In discon
nection is failure.
Few people bu>
anything the first time they hear abou
it. There is not a solitary case where
intermittent advertising has brough
Two Papers, $1.50.
•
returns compared with that from cor
M a in e W o o d s
readers who want
tinuous advertising—that everlasting
to subscribe for M a i n e W o o d s m a n , our
pounding away at the public day in ar
weekly local paper, can have it at 50
day "out.
cents a year in addition to their M a i n e
MAINE W OODS,
W o o d s subscription.
This makes both
oapers cost only $1.50 a year.
Phillips,
Maine.
M a i n e W o o d s , Phillips, M e .

M AINE
Wants to Hear More About Trapping,

Trade Notes,

WOODS,

DECEMBER

8,

1905.

This trophy went to the man who
made the most wins in a series o f ten
shoots. Mr. Ungies had four wins to
Averages Reported.
To the Editor of M a in e W o o d .-;,
Westville, 111.,
Nov. 9,
W. D. his credit, scoring 50 straight in each, ! Ten Mile
Pedom e
Enclosed please lind check for one
Stannard, 1st general average, 140 out while Mr. Halgerson won 3, French 2, !
dollar for one y ear’s subscription. I
ter.
of 150, shooting DuPont. W. Bell o f Hyland 1. U. M. C. .-shells were used American
like your paper very well and I read it
Hoopestown, 111., 1st amateur and 2d by Mr. Ungies in winning this trophy. !
through as so ai as I g et it.
On Nov. 2, the North Jersey league1
general average, 125 out o f 150, shoot
Why have you left out that column
ing Infallible.
A.
P.
Smith of finished its series o f yearly shoots a t !
or two about trapping? You had it in
Goodwine, 111., 2d amateur and 3d Newton, N. J. The Newton club won
the paper when I first took it and I
general average, 124 out o f 150, shoot t:ie series by the score o f 872 out of j
missed it. 1 do a little trapping and I
ing DuPont and Infallible. F. Ragle 1000 for the year. This is a remark- I
liked to read what others h ve to say
o f Westville, 111., shooting DuPont, ably high average for a team of
a'jout setting traps.
shooting
at
differ nt
and T. J. Blessing o f M ilford, 111. amateurs
There are a large number o f foxes in
under
varying
we ither j
shooting Infallible, tied for 3d amateur ’ grounds
this locality and this summer in River- ;
conditions. The Newcon team all
iverage, L22 o rt o f 150.
ton foxes have even come to farm ers’
Hoopestown, 111., Nov. 14, W. D. - used U. M. C. shells throughout the
back doors and caught chickens and
Stannard, 1st general average. 93 out year
Everybody should have one of these
run off with tuem. The fox hunters
Mr. Wm. Akard, o f Fairplay, Mo.,
o f 100, shoot DuPont. A. P. Smith
handy little Pedometers to tell the dis
around here cut wire fences and they
w
m
another
amateur
high
average
at
o f Goodwine, 111., 1st am ateur and
tance they walk after game or for
have to keep a little shady or they will
2d general average, 87 out o f 100, i Kansas City, Nov. 23, and 24. His pleasure.
be caught.
sc
re
was
376
out
of
400
and
his
shells
shooting DuPont.
A.
Ferris
of
Pay $1.00 on your subscription and
Will you please tell me through your
Crescent City, 111., 2d amateur and were, as usual, U. M. C. Arrow.
send in with it one new subscription to
valuable paper w ;ere, how and when I
3d general average, 79 out o f 100.
can get eggs o f the bobwhite and the
Lovers of natural histoiy ai d par Maine W oods and we will send you one
J. A. Seekatz o f Hoope stewn, IP. 3d
ten mile Pedometf r.
so-called partridge, but the real name
ticularly
birds, will be interested in
amateur average, 78 out o f
100, j
The regular selling price of the Pe
is ruffed grouse. I want to get a few
knowing that the State land agent, at
shooting DuPont.
dometer is $1.00.
eggs o f these birds and hatch them out
the
direction
o
f
the
Governor
and
Oxford, Ind. Nov. 16, A. P. Smith j
and raise some birds and then set them
o f Goodwine, 111., and C. B. Lamme |Council, has just leased what is known MAINE WOODS, - Phillips, Maine.
free. I do not think there are over tv o
o f Attica, Ind. tied for 1st general as Old Man’s island, one and a half
coveys o f boowhite in Litchfield county.
miles east of Cross island life saving
and first amateur average, 129 out o f |
Partr dges are not so scarce. White
station, near Machias bay, to the Na
1 *0, shooting DuPont. J. G. Miiler
woodcock are plentiful. A t any rate
tional Association o f Audubon Socie
o f Oxford, Ind. 2d amateur and 2d
those who go to shoot them have nad
ties, and Mr. Ring has just received a
general average, 127 out o f
140,
good bags.
By Charles Bradford.
letter from William Dutcher o f New
shooting New
E. C. (Im proved.) !
Deer are not very numerous around
York, the president o f the association
here. I have a secret about attracting W. D. Stannard 3d general average, thanking him for h s interest and co
Author of “ The Determin ed Angler, ”
deer and in a certain p ace in the woods 126 out o f 140, shooting DuPont.
operation in the work. The lease o f “ The Wild F ow lers.’ ’
Illustrated.
o f my uncle, deer tracks can be seen
The Urbana Ohio Gun club was the Maine island was obtained through Net, $1.00 postage paid.
any day, fresh signs, too. I think they successful in landing both the team the earnest solicitation o f A. H.
Th^ Angler’s Secret is, as the author
are the same ones. The tracks seem to and individual trophies which have i Norton of Portland, secretary-treas
tells
us, to replenish the soul and not
be o f a large buck and three or four been contested for during
urer
of
the
Maine
Association,
which
several |
does.
The bucks
are
following months past by the gun clubs o f ! is a branch of the national.
The the creel. It is a secret that cannot be
the does now, as it is breeding season |Springfield, St. Ubana and near b y ! island was desired for the protection, revealed to an unsympathetic mind,
and in the spring there will be some points. The final shoot was held at propagation and preservation o f wild
and only the lover o f nature can fully
fawns.
St. Paris on Nov. 1, the Urbana team birds The lease is granted upon the
One night recently about a mile be. winning the Peters team cup with a i express provision and agreement that understand that communing with field,
low Riverton, on a large meadow, were score o f 210, and Mr. E. W. Holding o f the island is to be policed, and that the stream and sky which results in the
seen eight large does and they did not Urbana won individual trophy with a wild birds visiting or inhabiting the perfect contentment o f the angler who
seem to fear anything.
same shall be properly protected at has learned the secret. Given free for
score o f 49 out o f 50.
I would like to see something in your
The Woodward trophy contested for the expense of the society. It is two subscriptions to Maine W oods ac
columns about trapping.
There are during the past season by the members further stated that one purpose is to
enough people who take your paper o f the Sandusly Ohio Gun club, was maintain a colony o f eider ducks on companied by $2 00. One of the above
the island and thus prevent their
who could contribute something about finally won by Mr. John Deist, who becoming extinct in the United States. must be a new subscriber.
how they trapped and caught animals. thus establishes his claim to the J—Kennenec Journal.
MAINE WOODS, Phillips. Me.
F rank W ard R isdon Gates .
championship o f the club. Many o f
Mr. Deist’ s highest and most regular
scores were made with Peters factory
loads.
ARE WOLVES RETURNING.
The first lesson that the young girl a scientific medicine, carefully devised
At Boundbrook, N. J., Nov. 16, the
has
of womanhood is usually a painful by an experienced and skillful phy
New Jersey Individual State cham
one. She learns to know what head sician, and adapted to woman’ s deli
Some Say These Animals Are Returning pionship was won
by Mr. F. C. ache means, and backache, and some cate organism. It i6 purely vegetable
Bissett and the first and second times is sadly borne down by this new in its composition and perfectly harmto Maine Forests.
lees In its effects in any condition ot
amateur averages for the day’ s pro experience of life.
All the pain and misery which young the system. For morning sickness or
From time to time a story is sure to gram were won by Messrs. E. F.
gprls commonly experience at such a nausea, weak stomach, indigestion,
go the rounds o f the press to the effect Markley and J. Pleiss, all using time may, in almost every instance, be dyspepsia and kindred symptoms, its
that wolves are returning to Maine Peters Ideal factory loaded shells.
entirely prevented or cured by the use use will prove very beneficial.
of Dr. rierce’ s Favorite Prescription.
woods.
Many o f these stories are
CURES OBSTINATE OASES.
U. M. C. Trade Notes.
It establishes regularity. It tones up
the fabrication o f sensational writer.-',
"Favorite
Prescription” is a positivs
the
general
health,and
cures
headache,
Mr. H. R. Paterson, the well-kno vn
whose stock o f trade in other lines
backache, nervousness, chorea, or St. cure for the most complicated and
is exhausted.
However, it is a well amateur shooter o f Des Moines, la., j Vitus’ s dance, and other consequences obstinate cases of leucorrhea, exces
sive flowing, painful menstruation, un
known fact that an individual o f the has made many remarkable scores of womanly weakness or disease.
natural suppressions and irregularities,
In looking over
wolf family ii sometimes seen in some d .ring the season.
MOTHER ( A THE FAMILY.
prolapsus or falling of the womb, weak
his
x*ecord,
it
is
found
that
out
of
5200
remote section, and even occasi naliy
The anxious mother of the family back, "fem ale weakness,” anteversion,
oftentimes carries the whole burden of retroversion, bearing-down sensations,
in some place not so far from the con targets shot at, he missed only 382.
responsibility so far as the home med chronic congestion, inflammation and
fines o f civilization. At several dif making a general average for the
ication of common ailments of the girls ulceration of the womb, inflammation,
ferent times wolves have been reported year o f 92.6 per cent. This work puts or boys are concerned. The cost of the pain and tenderness of the ovaries,
Mr.
Paterson
into
the
small
circle
doctor’s visits are very often much too j accompanied with "internal heat.”
by different people as having been seen
in Phillips, but strange to say, it has containing the best shots of the great. At such times the mother is
HOW TO LOOK BEAUTIFUL.
These scores were
all invited to write to Dr. R. V. Pierce? of
been yea s since one has been killed country.
Buffalo, N. Y ., for medical advice,
Young
women or matrons should not
made with U. M. C. shells.
in this town.
which is given free. Correspondence is allow themselves to look sallow and
Ou
Nov.
18.
in
Des
Moines.
Ia.,
Mr.
held sacredly confidential.
A wolf is a very cowardly animal
wrinkled because of those pains and
IT STANDS ALONE.
weaknesses which become chronic and
and unless cornered would hesitate to L. A. Ungies won the DuPont trophy.
"Favorite Prescription” is the only are the result of colds, tight lacing, and
attack a man.
But let a pack o f
medicine
for women the makers of the imprudent care of the womanly sys
these beasts range through the woods
There is to-day & crying need ot a re
which
are
not
afraid to print just what tem. Man> a woman would look beau
and they will attack nearly anything formation In the treatment of the body.
it
is
made
of
on
every bottle wrapper. tiful, have healthy color and bright eves
The basis of this reformation is to b«
that comes in their way.
It
is
the
only
medicine
for women if it were not for those drains on oer
found in the thesis of Dr. R. V . Pierce:
every ingredient of which has the unan strength and those weaknesses which
Deer are favorite articles o f diet "Diseases which originate in the stomach
imous endorsement of all the lead come all too frequently and make her
with wolves and when one is pursued must be cured through the stomach.”
ing medical writers of this country, life miserable. There is a ready-to-use
In the forty odd years of Dr. Pierce’s
by a long, lank, hungry w olf his experience as chief
recommending it for the cure of the Prescription, used a great many years by
very same diseases for which this ” Pre Dr. R. V. Pierce in his large practice as
death warrant is sealed, for a w olf is consulting p h y s i 
a Specialist in women’s diseases, which
scription” is advised.
fleet o f foot and also has great cian to the Inva
is not like the many "patent medicines”
lids* H o t e l a n d
A m oth er’s love.
endurance.
on the market, as it contains neither
Surgical Institute
A mother’ s love is so divine that the alcohol nor any narcotic, or other harm
A hunter and man o f much experi In Buffalo, N. Y .,
roughest man cannot help but appre ful drug. It is purely vegetable. It is
he has treated more
ence, speaking o f wolves says:
than half a million
ciate it as the crown of womanhood. known as Dr. Pierce’ s Favorite Pre
“ I am aware that wolves used to be people, with a re
However, motherhood is often looked scription and is sold by druggists.
cord of ninety-eight
forward to with feelings of great dread
plenty in Maine and I am free to admit cures
in every hun
by most women.
At such times a
d r . p ie r c e ’ s p l e a s a n t p e l l e t s
the possibility o f their coming here dred . The theory
woman is nervous, dyspeptic, irritable,
held by Dr. Pierce
cure
sick and bilious head
again. Certainly there is nothing im that
and she is in need of a uterine tonic ache,biliousness,
the stomach is
dizziness, costiveness, or con
probable in this even though we may the chief breeding
and nervine, a strength builder to fit
stipation of the bowels, loss of appe
her for the ordeal. No matter how
be disposed to doubt the stories that place of disease, is
tite, coated tongue, sour stomach,
abundantly borne
healthy
or
strong
a
woman
may
be
she
belchings, " heartburn,” pain
are being told. I have been watching out by the success
cannot but be benefited by taking Dr. windy
and distress after eating, and kindred
the habits f other animals both big o f h is treatment
Pierce’s Favorite Prescription to prepare derangements of the liver, stomach
which is addressed
for the event. It makes childbirth easy
and small for many years and I know primarily t o t h e
and bowels.
and often almost painless.
that n any of them are m igratory. stomach and other
Persons subjected to any of these
organs of digestion
DR. PIERCE’ S FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION troubles should never be without a vial
Take gray squirrels, for example. and nutrition.
is a powerful, invigorating tonic. It of the "Pleasant Pellets” at hand. In
When nuts are plenty these little
No other medi
cine
acts
so
power
imparts strength to the whole system proof of their superior excellence it can
animals are here in great numbers but
fully and as porfec
and to the womb and its appendages truthfully be said that they are always
when the nuts fail they all < L appear. on the stomach a
in particular. For overworked " worn- adopted as a household remedy after
organs of digestion and nutrition,
Now, we are not to supp se they have other
out,” "run-down,” debilitated teachers, the first trial.
as Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery.
One little "P ellet” is a laxative, two
milliners, dressmakers, seamstresses,
suddenly been exterminated or become Men and women afflicted with shortness
are cathartic. They regulate, invigor
"shop-girls,”
housekeepers,
nursing
of
breath,
heart
disease,
suffocation,
diz
extinct.
They simply go to some
mothers and feeble women generally, ate and cleanse the liver, stomach and
ziness, spots before the eyes, "liver pains,*
other section where ! hey can find food. and similar ailments have been promptly
Dr. Pierce’ s Favorite Prescription is bowels. As a "dinner pill,” to promote
It is the same with many other v\ild and perfectly cured by the use of "Golden
the greatest earthly boon, being un digestion, take one each day. To re
Discovery.”
equaled as an appertizing cordial and lieve the distress arising from over
cr ;atures.
An instinct tells
them Medical
Miss L a v llla Bonine, Curator N atu ral H is
eating, nothing equals one of these
restorative tonic.
where to find feed and they are tory Society, of 4( 9 Lewawee Street, W est,
little "Pellets.” They’ re tiny, sugarLansing, Mich., w rite s:
" I suffered with
A STRENGTHENING NERVINE.
coated, anti-bilious granules, scarcely
impelled in that direction
Of course chronic dyspepsia for m a r ly seven years,
"Favorite Prescription” is unequaled larger than mustard seeds.
and this cat. cd n.c to prow very thin ana
wolves may come here, but if so all the pale,
at the : turn lim e m y Mood became poor
and is invaluable in allaying and sub
and
I
was
so
nervous
and
unstrung
that
{
■
hunters will be let loose upon them.
HEALTH AND HAPPINEE*.
duing nervous excitability, irritability,
was unlit to art* ml u> my d a i l y duties. H eart
nervous exhaustion, prostration, neu
On the whole I have no fears and
was al. o affected anil llutiered at the least
How to live in health and happiness,
excitem ent, i spent a lot of money doctor
ralgia, hysteria, spasms, chorea, or St. is the general theme of Dr. Fierce’s
that the people o f Maine need not go
ing and found no relief, until I took Dr.
Vitus’ s dance, and other distressing, Common Sense Medical Adviser. This
Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery, i t cer
alarmed over the invasion o f wolves.
nervous symptoms commonly attend great work on medicine and hvgiene,
tainly is a wv. mierful medicine. It toned up
Many o f the old people o . Phillips,
mv stomach and I began to have a splendid
ant upon functional and organic dis containing over 1000 pages ana more
aiip c d .e ; had no trouble with m y digestion,
ease of the womb. It induces refresh than 700 illustrations, is sent free on
some .vho have lived in to.vn for
and 1 began to pick up and g e t s n o n g . soon
ing sleep and relieves mental anxiety receipt of stamps to pay expense of
new, rich blood Rowed in my veins, and I
years, can tell thrilling tales of the
cnee more felt tlie bounty stiici jo y or life. J
and despondency.
mailing only. Send 31 one-oent stamps
Maine here in Franklin county, when
have now enjoyed perfect health for a year,
A SCIENTIFIC MEDICINE.
for the cloth-bound volume, or only 21
than! s to Dr. lborcc s Golden Medical Digwolves were plenty.
covery.”
.
___
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription is stamps for the book in paper eovese.
W insted , C onn., N ov. 20, 1905.

FREE!

FREE!

The Angler’s Secret

Girlhood, Womanhood, Motherhood.

MAPS.
Maine Woods has frequent enquiries
for maps of the fishing regions o f th«
state, etc., *>nd we can furnish the fol
lowing Maine maps:
Rangeley and Megantic districts,
25c
Rangeley and Megantic districts,
very large,
50e
Moosehead and Aroostook districts, GOe
Millinocket and Munsungan lakes, $1.00
Maine, Northern, Tfor sportsmen
and lumbermen.
25«
Franklin County,
GOe
Oxford County,
GOe
Somerset County,
GOe
Aroostook County,
GOe
Piscataquis County,
GOe
Washington County,
GOe
Outline map o f Maine, 30x36 in.
$1.00
Geological map o f Maine,
36e
R. R. map o f Maine,
35e
U. S. map, size 18x29,
GOe
Androscoggin County,
35e
Cumberland County,
3Se
Hancock County,
GOe
Kennebec County,
35e
Knox County,
36c
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties,
3Se
Penobscot County,
60c
Waldo County,
35e
York County,
35c
LOTTED TIMBERLANDS.
Aroostook County, section plans
Nos. 3, 4 and 5, from Grand
Lake to Fort Kent,
GOe
Hancock County, section plan No.
2,
GOe
Penobscot County, section plane
Nos. 3 and 4,
$1.00
Piscataquis County, section plans
Nos. 1, 3 and.6,
[$ 1 .»
Somerset County, section plan No.
6, and Franklin Co. map,
$1.00
Washington County, section plana
Nos. 2 and 3,
$1.90
Oxford County section, see Oxford
county map,
GOe
Postage paid upon receipt o f price.
MAINE WOODS, Phillips, Maine.

Camp Fires in the
Wilderness

j The fun and
beauties
o f
*, camping in the
wild forest of
Maine, graphi
cally told in a
book by E. W.
Burt o f Lynn,
Mass., illustra
ted. '3
Price $1.00, postpaid. Given free for
two subscriptions to Maine W oods ac
companied by $2.00. One o f the above
must be a new subscriber.
MAINE WOODS,

Lake

-

Phillips, Maine.

and Forest

A s I Have Known Them,
By Capt. F. C. Barker.
A book o f woodcraft, camp life, log
ging, river driving, guiding and a gen
eral description o f life by water and in
the woods. This volume is finely il
lustrated by photographs from life. It
contains much quaint humor as well as a
vast amount o f entertaining informa
tion and many good stories.
*
Price $1.10 postpaid. Given free for
two subscriptions to Maine W oods ac
companied by $2.00. One o f the above
must be a new subscriber.
MAINE WOODS,
Phillips,

Maine.

you “can’t go” we’ll bring the wilderness
to you—If you can we’ll tell you how, ,when and
where.

F IE LD

AND

STREAM .

A lot of good things in the issue now on sale on
all news stands—15c.
Don’t miss Horace Kephart’s series of articles
on CAMPING A N D WOODCRAFT now appearj ing in this magazine. This is only one of the
! many invaluable features which have contributed
I to the success of Field and Stream—America’s
biggest and best magazine for sportsmen.
H3F°To all who send $1.50 for a year’s subscrip
tion and mention this paper we will send postpaid
a copy of Theodore Roosevelt’s book, “ Hunting the
Grizzly and Other Sketches,” or if preferred,* pair
of our famous duck shooting companion pictures
in color, fit to adorn any sportsman’s home or den.
FIELD AN D STREAM, 35 W 21st'St., New York

MAINE
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H O T E LS A N D CAM PS.

TROUT RECORD OF RANGELEYS.

Aroostook Count)-.
FAMOUS FISH CULTURISTS FURNISH
MAINE WOODS SOME FIGURES.
Hon. Henry 0.

« Via Oxbow , Me .
A tkins’s Camps. Famous for Moose, deer and
big fish. Write for special small maps and circu
lar to
W . M. Atkins, Oxbow, Me.

Stanley of Maine and

Via Oxbow , Me.
Spider LLake Camps. Good camps, The best
Ai leg-ash
Good accommodations,
trips a specialty. Address,
•
Arbo & Libby, Oxbow Me.

Livingston Stone Give Some Records of hunting.
and Make a Few Comments.

A few days ago Maine W oods ad
dressed letters to two of the best kno wn
fish culturists in the country and asked
them to give us some information in
regard to the biggest fish ever taken
from the Rangeley Lakes, according to
their records.
Mr. Stanley writes as follows
The largest trout I ever saw taken in
Rangeley waters and weighed was
taken by Luman Sargent, an Upton
guide and tipped the scales at 111-2
pounds.
w w "- UsS'
The next largest was one I caught
myself and tipped the scales at 10 1-2
pounds. This was the famous fish that
Geo. Shephard Page took to New York
and had mounted. I think I have seen
even larger fish than these which my
father used to bring home from those
famous waters in the fall in my boy
hood days more than 60 years ago but I
cannot say for a certainty as they could
not be weighed, having been dressed,
smoked and salted when he brought
them home. They were more like cod
fish than trout in size as I remember
how they looked to me as a boy.
I have no doubt larger fish have been
taken in the Rangeleys than the two
first mentioned but I have never seen
any weighed that came up to them.
H

enry

0 . Sta n l e y .

Mr. Livingston Stone, United States
deputy fish commission and author of
“ Domesticated Trout”
a standard
work, furnished us the following:
In September, 1867, Mr. Geo. Shepard Page,
president Oquossoc Angling association, caught
•t the outlet of Rangeley lake,
One male brook trout (S. fontinalis) weighing
10 pounds.
One male trout. (S. fontinalis) weighing 9 1-2
pounds.
One female trout, (S. fontinalis) weighing 8 1-4
pounds.
The above figures are authentic.

Franklin County.
R angeley L akes .
(’amp Bomis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
for free circular.
Capt. F. C. Barker, Prop’r, Bemis.

Carhabassett , Me .
Carrahassett Spring Farm and Cottages cen
trally located in the best of hunting territory,
one minute’s walk from station, brook and river
fishing, new cabin at Redington ponds, Carrabassett Spring Water, daily mails, telephone.
H. G. Benson, Prop’r., P. O. Kingfield, Me.

WOODS,

DECEMBER

1905.

night and had them freeze as solid as
Winter Sleepers.
In the strict definition o f the word ice, though when they thawed out they
Somerset County.
there are very few mammals in Maine did not show any ili effe ts from frost
which
hibernate, becoming so lost in bites.
J a c k m a n . Me., P. O.
*
Frogs and toads can stand freezing
Spencer Lake Camps. Fall hunting at Spencer sleep as to be oblivious o f what is g o
Lake Camps. No better place in Maine for deer,
Our raccoons and and thawing a few times, though the
moose and partridges. Two deer guaranteed to ing on around them.
each sportsmen. 4*1 deer taken out last season.
experience seems to be “ wearing,” as
My territory extends from Atte?n Lake to Spen skunks and bears, says the Bangor
cer Lake. Write
News, crawl away to hiding places and most o f them succumb after repeated
Thomas Gerard, Prop’r., Jackman, Me.
j seem to be torpid, though they awaken I t-ials.
J a c k m a n , Me .
Just ho v snakes pass the winter we
and become active as soon as their
Heald Pond Camps. Sportsmen, I am sending
do not know. Two or three specimens
free to all who ask, a large blue print map of my j apartments are invaded by human foes,
preserve. 18 ponds, 30 camps, in the heait cf the
o f the common striped snake, which we
Maine forest, the home of the lordly moose,the black j Twice we have seen bears uncovered
bear, the red deer, the gamy salmon, the square j from under fallen trees during very have dug from stone heaps in the win
tailed trout. We have them all in abundance at
|cjld weather in midwinter, and in both ter, appeared to be frozen and sliff,
the Heald Pond Preserve.
Henry Hughey, Jackman, Me.
j cases the animals were awake and on though a natural repugnance to the
Via B ingham.
; the defensive as soon as the choppers reptiles p: evented close observation.
Carry Ponds Camps. Do you go hunting inOctoMost insects can undergo freezing
I
Raccoons do not
be:? If so why not take advantage of my reduced could get at them.
Insects
rates. I will take all parties who stay in camp Ihibernate in the sense of becoming un- and thawing with impunity.
one week or more at $1.00 per day for board and
They den up in hollow trees whLh breathe air and dwell on land
free transportation by stage and buekboard from j conscious.
Bingham to camp and return. These reduced
j and logs, but let someone come along cannot survive freezing in watei,
rates are for October only.
Henry J. Lane, Carry Pond, Me.
j and strike forcibly above their seclud- ! though dry cold does not impair their
F l a g s t a f f , Me.
j ed dens, and they are up and dressed health.

H O T ELS AND C A M P S.

J*1®;

Fishermen, tourists and hunters
find this an ideal place to spend their vacation,
Salmon and square tailed trout are found in near
by lakes, while pickerel fishing in Flagstaif pond
is unsurpassed. Moose, deer and black bears are
found here. Small game in abundance.
Duck
shooting unexcelled. A delightful fifty mile canoe
trip to Big Spencer lake.
Frank Savage Jr., Flagstaff, Me.

New- H am pshire.
R a n g e l e y L akes .
Lakeside House, on Umbagog, a most picturesque
Mountain V iew House isoneol the most modern, retreat, charming scenery, beautiful drives, excel
up to date summer homes in the state of Maine. lent boating, good hunting. Send for booklet.
E. H. Davis, Proprietor, Lakeside, N. H.
Its beautiful location at the foot of Rangeley
lake on a picturesque cove, gives it many at
tractions, while the best of hunting is within close
Washington County.
proximity. The boating and canoeing are the
best on the lake; the drives are unsurpassed for
G r a n d L a k e S tr e a m , M e .
beautiful scenery and the woods around are filled
with delightful paths and trails. Croquet and Ouananiche Lodge and Sunset Camps, Wash
tennis grounds adjoin the house. The cuisine is ington Co., Maine. For the fisherman.
A dead
of the best; fruit,vegetables, fish and game in sure place for a satisfactory catch. The vacation
their season with plenty of milk and cream. Pure ist. An ideal spot for an outing. The hunter is
spring water is furnished the house from a spring in the center of the Washington county game
above. Rooms large, well lighted and pleasant. belt. Second to none in Maine. Open fireplaces,
Hunters find plenty of deer, partridge and wood running water, good beds, clean wholesome food.
cock in the woods near by.
Reasonable service.
Steam Launches, Teams,
Send for 1905 booklet to
Canoes and Rowboats. Send for 1906 circular.
L. E. Bowley, Mountain View House,
Look us up at Sportsmen’s Shows. W . G. Rose.
Mountain View, Rangeley Lakes, Me. 108 Water St., Boston, M ass.; Grand Lake
Stream, Washington County, Me.
April to
E ustis , M e .
November.
Round Hi
Mountain Lake Camps. No better bear,
deer and partridge shooting can be foued
than on this preserve. Our camps are
Letter From O h io Hunter.
warm and comfortable and remain open
until December 15. Telephone conr.ec- !
L
e
w
i s b u r g , O h i o , N o v . 2 9 , 1905.
tion.
Reasonable rates.
Correspon- i
dence solicited. Hunting licenses for j
To
the
Editor
of M ain e W oods :
sale at camp.
Dion O. Blackwell, Mgr., Eustis, Me.
While
you,
through your paper, are
New York office. Room 29, 335 Broadway.

i
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an(j readv to flee as quickly as a family
is when the fire alarm is sounded at the
front door. During nearly every win
ter thaw, bears, skunks and raccoons
come out and walk about on the snow,
at times going miles away from their
winter quarters. Our greedy little
friend, the chipmunk, is not believed to
sleep any more hours in the winter
than in the summer. It puts by a
plentiful store o f food and performs
light housekeeping in its hole far below
the frost. So far as anyone can learn
the chipmunk dwells alone in its under
ground den. The old notion that the
father and mother chipmunk took their
children into winter quarters and gave
them lessons in stealing grain and
gnawing holes in corn bins, is a fabricacation.
We have talked with scores o f men
who have been close observers o f chip
munks for years, and as yet we have
found none who ever saw two chip
munks dwelling in the same compart
ment. Skunks, however, are very so
cial in their winter habits. One winter

Hon. L. T. Carleton, chairman o f the
Fish and Game commission, received
the follow ing:
B rooks , July 17, 1905.
Hon. L. T. Carleton, Chairman of Game Commis
sioners:
Dear Sir—One of your moose has been running
around in Brooks and bothering us some. Please
come ar.d get him home as we are too busy haying
to stop and fence.
Yours truly.
M a r c e l l u s J. Dow,
Chairman of Selectmen.

B.
A. Moulton o f York Corner, for
merly express agent on the Sandy
River railroad, passed through Farm
ington Saturday, a week, with two
deer which he secured in the Dead
River region.

An

Anirpal 5 to ry
Little F olks

For

A Pig Tale ••

^vhen a barn in Waldo county burned
T o m m ie T o d d le ’s m a m m a w a s b u s y ;
soliciting letters from your patrons I down the charred bodies o f eight t h a t is w h y T o m m i e w a s s i t t i n g u n d e r
j thought I would contribute something skunks were taken from the ashes and j
th e tre e . T o m m ie w a s g r e e d y a n d h a d
to its columns. I wish to say that I rubbish left from the blaze. Raccoons ! j u s t g o t h is s e c o n d b o t t l e o f tnilfc a n d
R a n g e le y L ak es.
have
small
objections
to
receiving
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of have been a faithful deer hunter for
sleeping partners in hollow trees, w a s y e l l i n g f o r m o r e ; t h a t is w h y l iis
In regard to the George Shepard Bald Mountain in a good hunting and fishing sec the last 45 years.
m o u th w a s so w id e op en a n d th e te a rs
tion.
Steamboat
accommodations
O.
K.
Tele
Page record, Mr. Stone writes as fol
I started out with a wagon over the though bears seem to be morose and r u n n i n g d o w n h i s c h e e k s .
phone at camps. Two mails daily. Write for
solitary
brutes,
which
have
no
liking
lows:
muddy roads on my first deer hunt to
free circular to
Some one had left the gate open, and
‘ TJdo not know whether these are the
the wilds o f Paulding county in the for their kind.
Amos Ellis, Prop’r, Bald Mountain, Me.
that
is why Mr. Hog appeared upon the
But the woodchuck sleeps soundly
very largest brook trout ever taken at
northern part of the state o f Ohio,
Via F a r m in g to n .
scene. So busy was Tommie with his
enough
to
make
up
for
the
wakeful
and
the Rangeley lakes, but they are the i Clear W ater Camps. First-class hunting.
about 40 miles from home, in the year
yelling that ho did not see Mr. Hog
E. G. Gay, Route 1, Farmington, Me.
j
largest I have heard o f .”
1859. Deer were very plenty in the half-wakeful creatures. Boys who had
stored
tame
woodchucks
in
barrels
in
St r a t t o n , M e .
northern part o f Ohio at that time and
Hotel Blanchard. Centrally located in the Dead j
the cellar to pass the winter h a v e;
River region. Good table and clean beds. Good as I was only 16 years old, I think I did
REPLY TO MR. TAYLOR.
livery connected. Parties taken to any and all I very well on my first hunt, as I killed taken the torpid animals and carried
j camps in this section at reasonable rates.
miles in their arms without break- i
three deer, all bucks. You know very them
.
E. H. Grose, Prop’r, Stratton, Me.
Writer Thinks His Services Should Be Sewell
that
a
boy
at
16
having
such
good
'n^
*n
uPon the sleep. A fat woodj
N ear Ran geley.
think he was the cbuck *n ear^y winter may be brought
cured by Mr. Carleton.
i Point Pleasant. Stop and consider. This is a jluck .vould naturally
■nice place to spend a summer vacation. For rates hunter o f all hunters.
from its nest and placed by the side of
and particulars correspond with
L e x i n g t o n , M a s s ., N o v . 2 6 , 190 5 .
Hinkley & Roberts, Rangeley, Me.
There are n o 'd e e r in Ohio now and a warm stove lor half an hour without
To the Editor of M a in e W oods;
O n P h il l ip s & R a n g e l e y R a il r o a d .
. haven’ t been for the
last 20 years. I making any apparent change in its conMr. Marshal Taylor’ s reply to the
Redington Camps and Cottages. Good accom- have hunted in the states of Michigan
cmct. But when a slumbering wood“ Sluring Peace” written by one who modations, with best hunting and fishing. One
One |
Minnesota> Mississippi, A r- ChUCk is
and ™*>bed Until it is
minute’s walk from Redington station. Write for
reads Maine W oods is interesting in circular.
J. F. Hough, Prop’r.,
kansas,
Missouri
and
Maine
and
in
all
awake,
it
is
about the most disP. O. Rangeley, Me.
the extreme and the writer of the arti
these years I have spent in these differ- a£ reeable beast living. Though it had
cle referred to must be trembling in
P h il l ip s , M e .
Phillips Hotel. Carriage meets all trains, Good j ent states I can truthfully say that I j been as tame a® a pet kitten when put
his boots with the fear that his best hunting.
C. A. Mahoney, Prop’r.
have killed carloads of deer.
j away, it will “ snicker” and gnash its
girl may for some reason grow restless
A t F a r m in gto n .
The
last
nine
falls
I
have
spent
in
teeth and 3how many siSns o f dis
and compel him to turn his face home The Stoddard House is delightfully located for different parts o f the
state o f Maine Pleasure> aroused from its long sleep
ward ere the clock marks the hour o f * ,tb<?se wishing to spend the vacation among
hills and near good hunting and fishing, Write and I can say with good success, I like before it has burned up its surplus fat
12 Sunday evening.
for particulars.
to hunt in your good old state. You by respiration.
W . H. McDonald, Prop’r., Farmington, Me.
One can have but a single inference j
It requires long hunting and much
H aines L anding , Me . have good game aws, but in my opin
beh eam ed ler in Mr. Taylor’ s affairs!
ion of 45 years o f experience as a deer patience to find a slumbering bat in
Moose 1ook megu n tic
and my advice to the lovelorn is either 1
House offers excellent ac
I think you could enact or midwinter. The animals are so small
commodations t o sports hunter
to leave their guns at home or make '
men. It is in ciose prox amend your laws so as to give your that they can hide in most any crevice
definite arrangements with their sweet- j
imity to the best hunting in
and their color is so subdued that unless u n t i l , w i t h h is n o s e c l o s e t o Tommie's
this section. No hay fever. game better protection.
hearts to remain until the morn o f j
Address from Nov. until
one is looking for them, he can never ear. h e g r u n t e d “ Ugh, u g h u g l i ! ” Then
In
all
the
time
I
have
hunted
in
your
May, Theo. L. Page, Prop.,
Monday.
The general impression is he c r i e d a l l t h e harder.
Senate Cafe, Washington, state I have observed every year that find them.
Mr. Taylor possesses an admirable \
D. C. After May 1, Haines
“ W h a t ’ s th e u se o f c r y in g ,
little
that bats hibernate from October until
the
deer
in
the
wilds
of
Maine
do
not
Landing, Me.
spirit and should seek the position of ;
boy
?”
h e s a id .
“
I
never
d o —grunting’s
April,
as
no
one
sees
them
flying
about
mate until the first of November.
warden, as eternal vigilance yields its
Via R a n g e l e y .
Years ago we e a s i e r . ”
Kennebago Lake House on the shore of Kenne- This being the case, during the month duidn£ the cold months.
just reward.
Tommie stopped short and started.
bago Lake. One of the best hunting sections. o f October the hunters kill at least four f ° und a seemingly torpid bat concealed
A man whose heart is steeled against { Good hunting every day in the season. Excellent
“ Do you know what you are liable to
does and fawns to one buck, so when arnonS a wad o f hay in the mortice o f a
accommodations. Address,
a lover because he errs by carrying a
become,”
continued the hog, “ if you
Richardson Bros., Proprietors,
the mating season comes on about the beam
a hay barn,
Kennebago, Me.
gun on his Sunday homeward journeyfirst o f November the killing is reThe season was winter, for we re keep up your greedy habits?”
sigs and only for self protection, (as
D e a d R iv e r R e g io n .
“ No; what?” asked Tommie, getting
versed, or four bucks to one doe.
member there was snow on the ground.
many denizens o f the forest are fierce The New Shaw House, Eustis, Maine, a modern
hotel and open to sportsmen. No better hunting
This is what we old hunters call when Ifc was cold weather, too, for we took more used to his new friend.
when filled with love’s desires!) what anywhere. There are about 40 rooms. Corres
“ What is a little pig doing when he
the bucks are on the walk. When they off a thick woolen mitten as a cage or
would he do to that man who wilfully pondence solicited. A. B. Sargent, Eustis, Me.
are hunting for the does they start out holdin£ the bat until we carried it to is eating too much?” said the pig, with
broke the laws? Be he guide or guided ;
a queer wink.
E u stis , M e .
at early morn and continue the walk
house and installed it as a pet.
no mercy would be shown him!
“ Don’t know,” said Tommie.
Tim Pond Camps. Situated in the Dead River
all day long unless they get tired or The reason why we never tamed and
What a keen sense of humor in the i Region, 2,000 feet above the sea level. In the
“ Making a hog of himself,” grunted
heart of Maine's best hunting ground. Write for meet their mate.
The hunters that studied the habits o f that particular
statement that “ he knows o f a very j further particulars to
the pig.
are out in the woods are liable to get a bat was because the pestiferous little
____ ________________ Julian K. Viles, Eustis. Me.
young copple who Is doing a lot o f I
“ Do you think I’ll get to be a hog
shot any time during
creature bir. us sharply in the thumb as
V ia R a n g e l e y .
_ the day
. and bag
„
corting now and She Woodn’t be Diser- I
too?” whined Tommie, for he was a
i •j
rr
j
, Y o r k ’s Camps, Loon Lake. Ten Ponds. Best his buck, but during the month o f Oc- soon as we touched its body, and before
pointed if He staid over till Tuesday, ! Deer and Birds shooting in this section. A p o s ta l,, ,
’ ..
uuiuls
Iiivmwi ux u t
. allTO- Q a i.
least bit scared.
brings illustrated booklet.
tober while the hunters are killing off " e were over our great surprise at this
Ho! H o!”
“ I know it,” continued his friend.
J. Lewis York. Proprietor, Rangeley, Maine.
the does, they destroy from two to imPertinent act, the bat had fled from
Mr. Carleton should not lose the op
“ Why. I have known hundreds of little
sight.
It
may
be
that
bats
assume
a
three deer, for if the does are permit
Kennebec County.
portunity to secure at once the serv
ted to live over they will raise from s^eeP that leads to unconsciousness in boys and girls that began by being pigs
ices o f so valuable an “ aide” and if
B e l g r a d e L a k e s , Me .
one to two fawns for the coming year, winter, though the one we met as- and grew to be hogs.”
Mr. Taylor continues in the guiding The Belgrade. Best sportsman’s hotel in New
“ How dreadful!” said Tommie. “ And
England. Best black bass fishing in the world, best Not so with the bucks, for should the sumed nothing.
business, readers of M a i n e W o o d s will trout fishing in Maine. Chas. A. Hill & Son, Mg’rs.
what can I do about it?”
Nearly
all
reptiles—including
frogs,
hunters kill one of them he only de
offer him many thanks if he will occa
“ Let me have your milk bottle, and
toads, snakes and turtles—bury them 
stroys one deer.
Oxford County.
sionally “ rush” into print.
you will grow to be a big boy, and then
selves
below
frost
in
winter
and
re
Thus you see that if your game laws
Via R u m fo r d F a l l s .
This would bring him into prominence I
perhaps a man,” said the pig, taking
Upper I)ain House. Good hunting. Send for would take effect so that the open sea main sluggish and at times torpid until
«s a writer, speaking a language here circular. John Chadwick & Co., Upper Dam, Me.
the bottle and drinking it dry.
spring.
If
a
frog
is
dug
from
the
mud
son was from Nov. 1 to Dec. 15,
tofore unknown to the world at large
Tommie looked at him sadly, for he
which is long enough for any true ar*d Placed in a spring it will swim
Penobscot County.
and original enough to place his name
wanted
the milk.
sportsman to enjoy the privileges o f an away, though slowly at first. The li.-l
Bangor , Maine .
among the famous men o f our time. Bangor
“ How about you?” he aske^.
House, distributing point for Moosehead outing in the wild woods o f your state, tie newts or salamanders and the liz
His prestige would quickly become Lake, Aroostook and Washington counties.
“ Me?” said the pig. “ Oh, don’t worH. A . Chapman & Son. Proprietors.
with such a lawl am sure your deer ards, we are unable to say concerning
world-wide and a work in his inimitable
ly about me. I shall always be a hog.
their
habits.
They
are
reptiles,
though
would
increase
very
rapidly
so
that
in
a
On a w a , Me .
language would be demanded.
the specimens found here at the north Good day.” —St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
Camp Onawa. Do not write us for accommodations
All’praise to the man who sees his during July, August or first half of September, few years they would be very plentiful are small enough to be classed as in
all
over
your
state.
S
a
m
u
e
l
L
o
c
k
.
as all are taken. If you wish to come during the
duty, upholds the laws and prosecutes fall
Almost Convinced.
for moose, deer, bear, birdsjor small game,
sects. W e have dug both salamanders
friend and foe alike; not forgetting to write us at once. Young & Buxton. Onawa, Me.
and lizards from springs in winter and j “ Do you believe in telepathy?”
dispel the illusions of the love who per
To Cure a Cold In One Day
have found them in full possession o f 1 “ Well, this morning a man paid me a
TO GO HUNTING.
sists in carrying his “ shooting iron” of- W HERE
hundred dollars he owed me, and this
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All their faculties.
Ask M a in e W oods Information Bureau for
W e have left newts
druggists refund the money if it fails to cure.
afternoon 1 got a letter from my wife
a-Sunday.
Shillaber.
circulars and particulars, Phillips, Maine.
W . W. Grove’s signature is on each box. 25c.
out o f doors in water in a tin pail over 1 asking for a hundred.” —Life.
R a n g e l e y , M a in e .
Oquossoc House. Headquarters for commercial
men and sportsmen. Natt Ellis, Rangeley, Me.

